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Abstract
Many stochastic planning problems can be represented using Markov Decision Processes (MDPs).
A difficulty with using these MDP representations is that the common algorithms for solving
them run in time polynomial in the size of the state space, where this size is extremely large for
most real-world planning problems of interest. Recent AI research has addressed this problem by
representing the MDP in a factored form. Factored MDPs, however, are not amenable to traditional
solution methods that call for an explicit enumeration of the state space. One familiar way to solve
MDP problems with very large state spaces is to form a reduced (or aggregated) MDP with the
same properties as the original MDP by combining “equivalent” states. In this paper, we discuss
applying this approach to solving factored MDP problems—we avoid enumerating the state space
by describing large blocks of “equivalent” states in factored form, with the block descriptions being
inferred directly from the original factored representation. The resulting reduced MDP may have
exponentially fewer states than the original factored MDP, and can then be solved using traditional
methods. The reduced MDP found depends on the notion of equivalence between states used in
the aggregation. The notion of equivalence chosen will be fundamental in designing and analyzing
algorithms for reducing MDPs. Optimally, these algorithms will be able to find the smallest possible
reduced MDP for any given input MDP and notion of equivalence (i.e., find the “minimal model” for
the input MDP). Unfortunately, the classic notion of state equivalence from non-deterministic finite
state machines generalized to MDPs does not prove useful. We present here a notion of equivalence
that is based upon the notion of bisimulation from the literature on concurrent processes. Our
generalization of bisimulation to stochastic processes yields a non-trivial notion of state equivalence
that guarantees the optimal policy for the reduced model immediately induces a corresponding
optimal policy for the original model. With this notion of state equivalence, we design and analyze
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an algorithm that minimizes arbitrary factored MDPs and compare this method analytically to
previous algorithms for solving factored MDPs. We show that previous approaches implicitly derive
equivalence relations that we define here.
 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Discrete state planning problems can be described semantically by a state-transition
graph (or model), where the vertices correspond to the states of the system, and the edges
are possible state transitions resulting from actions. These models, while often large, can
be efficiently represented, e.g., with factoring, without enumerating the states.
Well-known algorithms have been developed to operate directly on these models,
including methods for determining reachability, finding connecting paths, and computing
optimal policies. Some examples are the algorithms for solving Markov decision processes
(MDPs) that are polynomial in the size of the state space [42]. MDPs provide a formal
basis for representing planning problems that involve actions with stochastic results [8].
A planning problem represented as an MDP is given by four objects: (1) a space of possible
world states, (2) a space of possible actions that can be performed, (3) a real-valued reward
for each action taken in each state, and (4) a transition probability model specifying for
each action α and each state p the distribution over resulting states for performing action
α in state p.
Typical planning MDPs have state spaces that are astronomically large, exponential in
the number of state variables. In planning the assembly of a 1000-part device, potential
states could allow any subset of the parts to be “in the closet”, giving at least 21000 states.
In reaction, AI researchers have for decades resorted to factored state representations—
rather than enumerate the states, the state space is specified with a set of finite-domain
state variables. The state space is the set of possible assignments to these variables, and,
though never enumerated, is well defined. Representing action-transition distributions
without enumerating states, using dynamic Bayesian networks [13], further increases
representational efficiency. These networks exploit independence properties to compactly
represent probability distributions.
Planning systems using these compact representations must adopt algorithms that
reason about the model at the symbolic level, and thus reason about large groups of states
that behave identically with respect to the action or properties under consideration, e.g.,
[18,36]. These systems incur a significant computational cost by deriving and re-deriving
these groupings repeatedly over the course of planning. Factored MDP representations
exploit similarities in state behaviors to achieve a compact representation. Unfortunately,
this increase in compactness representing the MDP provably does not always translate into
a similar increase in efficiency when computing the solution to that MDP [35]. In particular,
states grouped together by the problem representation may behave differently when action
sequences are applied, and thus may need to be separated during solution—leading to a
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need to derive further groupings of states during solution. Traditional operations-research
solution methods do not address these issues, applying only to the explicit original MDP
model.
Recent AI research has addressed this problem by giving algorithms that in each case
amount to state space aggregation algorithms [1,4,5,7,12,15,16,32]—reasoning directly
about the factored representation to find blocks of states that are equivalent to each other.
In this work, we reinterpret these approaches in terms of partitioning the state space into
blocks of equivalent states, and then building a smaller explicit MDP, where the states
in the smaller MDP are the blocks of equivalent states from the partition of the original
MDP state space. The smaller MDP can be shown to be equivalent to the original in
a well-defined sense, and is amenable to traditional solution techniques. Typically, an
algorithm for solving an MDP that takes advantage of an implicit (i.e., factored) state-
space representation, such as [9], can be alternatively viewed as transforming the problem
to a reduced MDP, and then applying a standard MDP-solving algorithm to the explicit
state space of the reduced MDP.
One of our contributions is to describe a useful notion of state equivalence. This notion
is a generalization of the notion of bisimulation from the literature on the semantics
of concurrent processes [23,37]. Generalized to the stochastic case for MDP states, we
call this equivalence relation stochastic bisimilarity. Stochastic bisimilarity is similar to a
previous notion from the probabilistic transition systems literature [30], with the difference
being the incorporation of reward.
We develop an algorithm that performs the symbolic manipulations necessary to group
equivalent states under stochastic bisimilarity. Our algorithm is based on the iterative
methods for finding a bisimulation in the semantics of concurrent processes literature [23,
37]. The result of our algorithm is a model of (possibly) reduced size whose states (called
blocks or aggregates) correspond to groups of states in the original model. The aggregates
are described symbolically. We prove that the reduced model constitutes a reformulation
of the original model: any optimal policy in the reduced MDP generalizes to an optimal
policy in the original MDP.
If the operations required for manipulating the aggregates can each be done in constant
time then our algorithm runs in time polynomial in the number of states in the reduced
model. However, the aggregate manipulation problems, with general propositional logic
as the representation are NP-hard, and so, generally speaking, aggregate manipulation
operations do not run in constant time. One way to attempt to make the manipulation
operations fast is to limit the expressiveness of the representation for the aggregates—
when a partition is called for that cannot be represented, we use some refinement of that
partition by splitting aggregates as needed to stay within the representation. Using such
representations, the manipulation operations are generally more tractable, however the
reduced MDP state space may grow in size due to the extra aggregate splitting required.
Previous algorithms for manipulating factored models implicitly compute reduced models
under restricted representations. This issue leads to an interesting trade-off between the
strength of the representation used to define the aggregates (affecting the size of the reduced
MDP), and the cost of manipulation operations. Weak representations lead to poor model
reduction, but expressive representations lead to expensive operations (as shown, e.g., in
[14,19]).
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The basic idea of computing equivalent reduced processes has its origins in automata
theory [22] and stochastic processes [27], and has been applied more recently in model
checking in computer-aided verification [10,31]. Our model minimization algorithm can
be viewed as building on the work of [31] by generalizing non-deterministic transitions to
stochastic transitions and introducing a notion of utility.
We claim a number of contributions for this paper. First, we develop a notion of
equivalence between MDP states that relates the literatures on automata theory, concurrent
process semantics, and decision theory. Specifically, we develop a useful variant of the
notion of bisimulation, from concurrent processes, for MDPs. Second, we show that
the mechanisms for computing bisimulations from the concurrent processes literature
generalize naturally to MDPs and can be carried out on factored representations, without
enumerating the state space. Third, we show that state aggregation (in factored form),
using automatically detected stochastic bisimilarity, results in a (possibly) reduced model,
and we prove that solutions to this reduced model (which can be found with traditional
methods) apply when lifted to the original model. Finally, we carefully compare previous
algorithms for solving factored MDPs to the approach of computing a minimal model
under some notion of state equivalence (stochastic bisimilarity or a refinement thereof)
and then applying a traditional MDP-solving technique to the minimal model.
Section 2 discusses the relevant background material. Section 3 presents some candidate
notions of equivalence between states in an MDP, including stochastic bisimulation, and
Section 4 builds an algorithm for computing the minimal model for an MDP under
stochastic bisimulation. Section 5 compares existing algorithms for working with a
factored MDP to our approach. Section 6 covers extensions to this work to handle large
action spaces and to select reduced models approximately. Section 7 shows brief empirical
results, and the remaining section draws some conclusions. The proofs of our results appear
in the appendix, except where noted in the main text.
2. Background material
2.1. Sequential decision problems
2.1.1. Finite sequential machines
A non-deterministic finite sequential machine (FSM) F (adapted from [22]) is a tuple
〈Q,A,O,T ,R〉 where Q is a finite set of states, A is a finite set of inputs (actions), and
O is a set of possible outputs. The transition function, T , is a subset of Q× A×Q that
identifies the allowable transitions for each input in each state. The output function, R,
is a mapping from Q to O giving for each state the output generated when transitioning
into that state. We say that a state sequence q0, . . . , qk is possible under inputs α1, . . . , αk
from A when T contains all tuples of the form 〈qx−1, αx, qx〉. We say that q0, . . . , qk can
generate output sequence o1, . . . , ok when R maps each qx for x > 0 to ox . We can then
say that o1, . . . , ok is a possible output sequence when following input sequence α1, . . . , αk
from start state q0 if o1, . . . , ok can be generated from some state sequence q0, . . . , qk
possible under α1, . . . , αk . Finally, we denote an input sequence as ξ , an output sequence
R. Givan et al. / Artificial Intelligence 147 (2003) 163–223 167Fig. 1. A graph representation of a Markov decision process in which Q = {A,B,C,D}, A = {a,b} (action
a is shown with a solid line, b with a dashed line), R(A) = R(D) = 1, R(B) = R(C) = 0, and the transition
probabilities (T ) are given on the associated transitions. The probability of a transition is omitted when that
probability is one or zero and deterministic self-loop edges are also omitted, to improve readability.
as φ, and use →F,i to denote generation so that ξ →F,i φ means that output sequence φ is
possible in FSM F starting at state i under input sequence ξ .
2.1.2. Markov decision processes
A Markov decision process (MDP) M is a quadruple 〈Q,A,T ,R〉 in which Q is a
finite state space, A is a finite action space, T is a mapping from Q × A ×Q to [0,1],
and R is a reward function assigning a non-negative real-numbered utility to each state
in Q.1 Transitions are defined by T so that ∀i, j ∈ Q, and ∀α ∈ A, T (i,α, j) equals
Pr(Xt+1 = j |Xt = i, Ut = α), where the random variables Xt and Ut denote the state of
the system and the action taken at time t , respectively. Fig. 1 shows an MDP represented as
a directed graph. The nodes are labeled with the states they represent along with the reward
assigned to that state. The edges represent possible transitions labeled with the action and
probability of that transition given the action and originating state. In this paper, we refer to
this graph representation and to an MDP in general as a model for the underlying dynamics
of a planning problem [8].
An MDP is essentially an FSM for which the output set O is the real numbers R,
and transition probabilities have been assigned. However, in FSMs, inputs are traditionally
sequences of input symbols (actions) to be verified, whereas in MDPs “inputs” are usually
specified by giving a policy to execute. A policy π for an MDP is a mapping from the
state space to the action space, π :Q→ A, giving the action to select for each possible
state. The set of all possible policies is denoted Π . To compare policies, we will employ
value functions v :Q→ R mapping states to real values. The set of value functions, V ,
is partially ordered by domination, v1 dom v2, which holds when v1(i) v2(i) at every
state i .
1 More general reward function forms are often used. For example, one could have R be a mapping from
Q×A×Q to real values, in which case it is the transition that carries the reward, not being in a given state. Our
method generalizes to these more general reward functions. However we adopt state based reward to simplify the
presentation.
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2.1.3. Solving Markov decision problems
A Markov Decision Problem (also abbreviated MDP by abuse of notation) is a Markov
decision process, along with an objective function that assigns a value function to each
policy. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to one particular objective function: expected,
cumulative, discounted reward, with discount rate γ where 0 < γ < 1 [2,25,42].2 This
objective function assigns to each policy the value function measuring the expected total
reward received from each state, where rewards are discounted by a factor of γ at each time
step. The value function vπ assigned by this objective function to policy π is the unique









An optimal policy π∗ dominates all other policies in value at all states, and it is a theorem
that an optimal policy exists. Given a Markov Decision Problem, our goal is typically to
find an optimal policy π∗, or its value function vπ∗ . All optimal policies share the same
value function, called the optimal value function and written v∗.
An optimal policy can be obtained from v∗ by a greedy one step look-ahead at each
state—the optimal action for a given state is the action that maximizes the weighted sum
of the optimal value at the next states, where the weights are the transition probabilities.






T (i, α, j)v(j).
Value iteration is a technique for computing v∗ in time polynomial in the sizes of the state
and action sets (but exponential in 1/γ ) [34,42], and works by iterating the operator L on





T (i, α, j)v(j).
L is a contraction mapping, i.e., ∃(0 λ < 1) s.t. ∀u,v ∈ V
‖Lu−Lv‖ λ‖u− v‖ where ‖v‖ = max
i
∣∣v(i)∣∣,
and has fixed point v∗. The operator L is called Bellman backup. Repeated Bellman
backups starting from any initial value function converge to the optimal value function.
2.2. Partitions in state space aggregation
A partition P of a set S = {s0, s1, . . . , sn} is a set of sets {B1,B2, . . . ,Bm} such that
each Bi is a subset of S, the Bi are disjoint from one another, and the union of all the Bi
equals S. We call each member of a partition a block. A labeled partition is a partition along
with a mapping that assigns to each member Bi a label bi . Partitions define equivalence
2 Other objective functions such as finite-horizon total reward or average reward can also be used and our
approach can easily be generalized to those objective functions.
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relations—elements share a block of the partition if and only if they share an equivalence
class under the relation. We now extend some of the key notions associated with FSM and
MDP states to blocks of states. Given an MDP M = 〈Q,A,T ,R〉, a state i ∈Q, a set of
states B ⊂Q, and an action α ∈ A, the block transition probability from i to B under α,
written T (i,α,B), by abuse of notation, is given by: T (i,α,B)=∑j∈B T (i,α, j). We say
that a set of states B ⊂Q has a well-defined reward if there is some real number r such
that for every j ∈B, R(j)= r. In this case we write R(B) for the value r.
Analogously, consider FSM F = 〈Q,A,O,T ,R〉, state i ∈Q, set of states B ⊂Q, and
action α ∈ A. We say the block transition from i to B is allowed under α when T (i,α, j)
is true for some state j in B , denoted with the proposition T (i,α,B), and computed
by
∨
j∈B T (i,α, j). We say a set of states has a well-defined output o ∈ O if for every
j ∈ B,R(j)= o. Let R(B) be both the value o and the proposition that the output for B is
defined.
Given an MDP M = 〈Q,A,T ,R〉 (or FSM F = 〈Q,A,O,T ,R〉), and a partition P of
the state space Q, a quotient model M/P (or F/P for FSMs) is any model of the form
〈P,A,T ′,R′〉 (or 〈P,A,O,T ′,R′〉 for FSMs) where for any blocks B and C of P , and
action α,T ′(B,α,C)= T (i,α,C) and R′(B)=R(i) for some i in B . For state i ∈Q, we
denote the block of P to which i belongs as i/P . In this paper, we give conditions on P
that guarantee the quotient model is unique and equivalent to the original model, and give
methods for finding such P . We also write M/E (likewise, F/E for FSMs), where E is
an equivalence relation, to denote the quotient model relative to the partition induced by E
(i.e., the set of equivalence classes under E), and i/E for the block of state i under E.
A partition P ′ is a refinement of a partition P , written P ′P if and only if each block
of P ′ is a subset of some block of P . If, in addition, some block of P ′ is a proper subset of
some block of P , we say that P ′ is finer than P , written P ′  P . The inverse of refinement
is coarsening ( ) and the inverse of finer is coarser ( ). The term splitting refers to
dividing a block B of a partition P into two or more sub-blocks that replace the block B
in partition P to form a finer partition P ′. We will sometimes treat an equivalence relation
E as a partition (the one induced by E) and refer to the “blocks” of E.
2.3. Factored representations
2.3.1. Factored sets and partitions
A set S is represented in factored form if the set is specified by giving a set F
of true/false3 variables, along with a Boolean formula over those variables, such that
S is the set of possible assignments to the variables that are consistent with the given
formula.4 When the formula is not specified, it is implicitly “true” (true under any variable
assignment). When S is given in factored form, we say that S is factored. A factored
partition P of a factored set S is a partition of S whose members are each factored using
3 For simplicity of presentation we will consider every variable to be Boolean although our approach can
easily be generalized to handle any finite-domain variable.
4 It follows that every factored set is a set of variable assignments. Any set may be trivially viewed this way by
considering a single variable ranging over that set (if non-Boolean variables are allowed). Interesting factorings
are generally exponentially smaller than enumerations of the set.
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the same set of variables as are used in factoring S.5 Except where noted, partitions are
represented by default as a set of mutually inconsistent DNF Boolean formulas, where
each block is the set of truth assignments satisfying the corresponding formula.
Because we use factored sets to represent state spaces in this paper, we call the variables
used in factoring state variables or, alternately, fluents. One simple type of partition
is particularly useful here. This type of partition distinguishes two assignments if and
only if they differ on a variable in a selected subset F ′ of the variables in F . We call
such a partition a fluentwise partition, denoted Fluentwise(F ′). A fluentwise partition
can be represented by the set F ′ of fluents, which is exponentially smaller than any list
of the partition blocks. E.g., if F = {X1,X2,X3} and F ′ = {X1,X2} then the partition
Fluentwise(F ′) has four blocks described by the formulas:X1∧X2,X1∧¬X2,¬X1∧X2,
and ¬X1 ∧¬X2.
2.3.2. Factored mappings and probability distributions
A mapping from a set X to a set Y can be specified in factored form by giving a labeled
partition of X, where the labels are elements of Y . A conditional probability distribution
Pr(A|B) is a mapping from the domain of B to probability distributions over the domain
of A, and so can be specified by giving a labeled partition—this is a factored conditional
probability distribution. A joint probability distribution over a set of discrete variables
can be represented compactly by exploiting conditional independencies as a Bayesian
belief network [41]. Here, equivalent compactness is achieved as follows. First, the joint
distribution can be written as a product of conditional distributions using the chain rule (for
any total ordering of the variables). Next, each of the conditional distributions involved can
be simplified by omitting any conditioning variables that are irrelevant due to conditionally
independence. Finally, the simplified distributions are written in factored form. A joint
distribution so written is called a factored joint probability distribution. We show an
example of such a factored joint distribution in Fig. 2.
2.3.3. Factored Markov decision processes
Factored MDPs can be represented using a variety of approaches, including Proba-
bilistic STRIPS Operators (PSOs) [20,21,29] and 2-stage Temporal Bayesian Networks
(2TBNs) [13]. For details of these approaches, we refer to [8]. Here, we will use a rep-
resentation, similar in spirit, but focusing on the state-space partitions involved. An MDP
M = 〈Q,A,T ,R〉 can be given in factored form by giving a quadruple 〈F,A,TF ,RF 〉,6
where the state space Q is given in factored form by the set of state variables F (with
no constraining formula). The state-transition distribution of a factored MDP is specified
by giving, for each fluent f and action α, a factored conditional probability distribution
TF (α,f ) representing the probability that f is true after taking α, given the state in which
the action is taken—TF (α,f ) is7 a partition of the state space, where two states are in the
same block if and only if they result in the same probability of setting f to true when α is
5 Various restrictions on the form of the formulas lead to various representations (e.g., decision trees).
6 We discuss factored action spaces further in Section 6.1, and synchronic effects in Section 6.3.
7 By our definition of “factored conditional probability distribution”.
R. Givan et al. / Artificial Intelligence 147 (2003) 163–223 171Fig. 2. A Bayesian network and decomposition of the joint probability distribution over the variables in the
network based on the chain rule and the conditional independencies implied by the network.
applied, and the block is labeled with that probability. The unfactored transition probabili-
ties T (i,α, j) can be extracted from this representation as
T (i,α, j)=
∏
{f |j (f )}
labelF (i, α,f )
∏
{f |¬j (f )}
(
1− labelF (i, α,f )
)
where j (f ) is true if and only if the fluent f is assigned true by state j , and labelF (i, α,f )
gives the label assigned to the block containing state i by TF (α,f ). We note that to use this
factored representation, we must have that the post-transition fluent values are independent
of each other given the pre-transition state,8 so that the probability of arriving at a given
state is the product of the probabilities associated with each fluent value for that state.
The reward function RF of a factored MDP is a factored mapping from states to real
numbers—i.e., a labeled factored partition of the state space where each label gives the
reward associated with any state in that block. Two states are in the same block of RF if
and only if they yield the same immediate reward.
3. Equivalence notions for state space aggregation
In this section, we discuss state equivalence notions that aim to capture when two states
behave identically for all purposes of interest. We first consider some simple definitions
and their shortcomings, before defining an appropriate notion. The definitions here are
independent of the MDP representation and are inspired by work in concurrent processes
that uses unfactored state spaces; our principle contribution is to connect this work to
factored state spaces, providing natural algorithms for solving factored MDPs.
3.1. Simple equivalence notions for Markov decision processes
In this section, we define two simple notions of equivalence between states in an
MDP. We argue here that these notions both equate states that we must treat differently,
and so are too coarse. The first of these notions is a stochastic generalization of action-
sequence equivalence, a classic equivalence notion for finite sequential machines [22]. Let
8 Factored representations can also be designed that allow dependence between post-transition fluents (so-
called “synchronic effects”). For simplicity of presentation here we disallow such dependence, but we discuss the
ramifications of allowing dependence later, in Section 6.3.
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F = 〈Q,A,O,T ,R〉 and F ′ = 〈Q′,A,O,T ′,R′〉 be two FSMs over the same input and
output sets. The states i of F and j of F ′ are action-sequence equivalent if and only if for
every input sequence ξ , the same set of output sequences φ can be generated under ξ from
either state i or state j , i.e.,
∀ξ{φ | ξ →F,i φ} = {φ | ξ →F ′,j φ}.
This equivalence notion also naturally applies to two states from the same FSM.
We now generalize this notion, for the stochastic case, to an equivalence notion between
states in MDPs. The distribution over reward sequences associated with a given MDP
assigns to each sequence of actions α1, . . . , αk and starting state q a probability distribution
over length k sequences of real values r1, . . . , rk . This distribution gives the probability of
obtaining the sequence of rewards r1, . . . , rk when starting from state q and performing
action sequence α1, . . . , αk . Let M = 〈Q,A,T ,R〉 and MDP M ′ = 〈Q′,A,T ′,R′〉 be two
MDPs with the same action space. The states i of M and j of M ′ are action-sequence
equivalent if and only if for every sequence of possible actions α1, . . . , αn, for any n, the
distributions over reward sequences for i in M and j in M ′ are the same. Note that this
definition applies naturally to two states within the same MDP as well.
FSMs are generally used to map input sequences to output sequences. However, because
MDPs are typically used to represent problems in which we seek an effective policy (rather
than action sequence), action-sequence equivalence is not an adequate equivalence notion
for MDP state aggregation for the purpose of constructing equivalent reduced problems.
This is because a policy is able to respond to stochastic events during execution, while
a sequence of actions cannot. In particular, two MDP states may be action-sequence
equivalent and yet have different values under some policies and even different optimal
values. We show an example of such an MDP in Fig. 3 where the states i and i ′ have
the same distribution over reward sequences for every action sequence, but i has a better
optimal value than i ′. This difference in optimal value occurs because policies are able to
respond to different states with different actions and thus respond to stochastic transitions
based on the state that results. However, action sequences must choose the same sequence
of actions no matter which stochastic transitions occur. In the figure, a policy can specify
that action α1 is best in state j1, while action α2 is best in state j2—the policy thus gains an
advantage when starting from state i that is not available when starting from state i ′. Action
Fig. 3. An MDP where action sequence equivalence would find i and i′ to be equivalent even though they
have different optimal values. Any edge not labeled is deterministic and deterministic self-loops are omitted.
Transitions involving action α1 are shown with a solid edge while those involving α2 is shown with a dotted
edge.
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sequences, however, must commit to the entire sequence of actions that will be performed
at once and thus find states i and i ′ equally attractive.
The failure of action-sequence equivalence to separate states with different optimal
values suggests a second method for determining state equivalence: directly comparing
the optimal values of states. We call this notion optimal value equivalence. MDP states i
and j are optimal value equivalent if and only if they have the same optimal value.
Optimal value equivalence also has substantial shortcomings. States equivalent to each
other under optimal value equivalence may have entirely different dynamics with respect
to action choices. In general, an optimal policy differentiates such states. In some sense,
the fact that the states share the same optimal value may be a “coincidence”. As a result,
we have no means to calculate equivalence under this notion, short of computing and
comparing the optimal values of the states—but since an optimal policy can be found by
greedy one-step look-ahead from the optimal values, computing this equivalence relation
will be as hard as solving the original MDP. Furthermore, we are interested in aggregating
equivalent states in order to generate a reduced MDP. While the equivalence classes under
optimal value equivalence can serve as the state space for a reduced model, it is unclear
what the effects of an action from such an aggregate state should be—the effects of a single
action on different equivalent states might be entirely different. Even if we manage to find
a way to adequately define the effects of the actions in this case, it is not clear how to
generalize a policy on a reduced model to the original MDP.
Neither of these equivalence relations suffices. However, the desired equivalence
relation will be a refinement of both of these: if two states are equivalent, they will be
both action sequence equivalent and optimal value equivalent. To see why, consider the
proposed use for the equivalence notion, namely to aggregate states defining a smaller
equivalent MDP that we can then solve in order to generalize that solution to the larger
original MDP. For the reduced MDP to be well defined, the reward value for all equivalent
states must be equal; likewise, the transition distributions for all equivalent states and any
action must be equal (at the aggregate level). Thus, the desired equivalence relation should
only equate states that are both action sequence and optimal value equivalent (the former
is proved by induction on sequence length and the latter by induction on horizon).
3.2. Bisimulation for non-deterministic finite sequential machines
Bisimulation for FSM states captures more state properties than is possible using action
sequence equivalence. Bisimulation for concurrent processes [40] generalizes a similar
concept for deterministic FSM states from [22].
Let F = 〈Q,A,O,T ,R〉 and F ′ = 〈Q′,A,O,T ′,R′〉 be two FSMs over the same input
and output spaces. A relation E ⊆Q×Q′ is a bisimulation if each i ∈Q (and j ∈Q′) is
in some pair in E, and whenever E(i, j) then the following hold for all actions α in A,
(1) R(i)=R′(j),
(2) for i ′ in Q s.t. T (i,α, i ′), there is a j ′ in Q′ s.t. E(i ′, j ′) and T ′(j,α, j ′), and
conversely,
(3) for j ′ in Q′ s.t. T ′(j,α, j ′), there is an i ′ in Q s.t. E(i ′, j ′) and T (i,α, i ′).
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We say two FSM states i and j are bisimilar if there is some bisimulation B between their
FSMs in which B(i, j) holds. Bisimilarity is an equivalence relation, itself a bisimulation.
The reflexive symmetric transitive closure of any bisimulation between two FSMs,
restricted to the state space of either FSM gives an equivalence relation which partitions
the state space of that FSM. The bisimulation can be thought of as a one-to-one mapping
between the blocks of these two partitions (one for each FSM) where the two blocks are
related if and only if some of their members are related. All block members are bisimilar to
each other and to all the states in the block related to that block by the bisimulation. Next,
an immediate consequence of the theory of bisimulation [40].
Theorem 1. FSM states related by a bisimulation are action-sequence equivalent.9
We note that optimal-value equivalence is not defined for FSMs.
Aggregation algorithms construct a partition of the state space Q and aggregate the
states in each partition block into a single state (creating one aggregate state per partition
block) in order to create a smaller FSM with similar properties. When the partition used is
due to a bisimulation, the resulting aggregate states are action-sequence equivalent to the
corresponding states of the original FSM. The following theorem is a non-deterministic
generalization of a similar theorem given in [22].
Theorem 2. Given an FSM F = 〈Q,A,O,T ,R〉 and an equivalence relation E ⊆Q×Q
that is a bisimulation, there is a unique quotient machine F/E and each state i in Q is
bisimilar to the state i/E in F/E.10
Hennessy and Milner in [23] show that bisimulation captures exactly those properties
of FSM states which can be described in Hennessy–Milner Modal Logic (HML).11 We
briefly define this logic here as an aside—we do not build on this aspect of bisimulation
here. The theorem below states that HML can express exactly those properties that can be
used for state aggregation in the factored FSM methods we study. Following [30],12 the
formulas ψ of HML are given by the syntax:
ψ ::= True | False | [α,o]ψ | 〈α,o〉ψ | (ψ1 ∨ψ2) | (ψ1 ∧ψ2).
The satisfaction relation i |= ψ between a state i in an FSM F and a HML formula ψ is
defined as usual for modal logics and Kripke models. Thus, i |= 〈α,o〉ψ whenever j |= ψ
for some j where T (i,α, j) and R(j) = o, and dually, i |= [α,o]ψ whenever T (i,α, j)
and R(j)= o implies j |=ψ .
9 For space reasons, we do not repeat the proof of this result.
10 For space reasons, we do not repeat the proof of this result.
11 We note that the semantics of concurrent processes work deals with domains that are generally infinite and
possibly uncountable. Our presentation for FSMs is thus a specialization of that work to finite state spaces.
12 HML and the corresponding bisimulation notion are normally defined for sequential machines with no
outputs, where the only issue is whether an action sequence is allowed or not. We make the simple generalization
to having outputs in order to ease the construction of the MDP analogy and to make the relationship between the
literatures more apparent.
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Theorem 3 [23]. Two states i and j of an FSM F are bisimilar just in case they satisfy
exactly the same HML formulas.13
3.3. Stochastic bisimulation for Markov decision processes
In this section, we define stochastic bisimilarity for MDPs as a generalization of
bisimilarity for FSMs, generalizing “output” to “reward” and adding probabilities.
Stochastic bisimilarity differs from bisimilarity in that transition behavior similarity must
be measured at the equivalence class (or “block”) level—bisimilar states must have the
same block transition probabilities to each block of “similar” states.
The i/E notation generalizes to any relation E ⊆ Q × Q′. Define i/E be the
equivalence class of i under the reflexive, symmetric, transitive closure of E, restricted
to Q, when i ∈Q (restrict to Q′ when i ∈Q′). The definitions are identical when E is an
equivalence relation in Q×Q.
Let M = 〈Q,A,T ,R〉 and M ′ = 〈Q′,A,T ′,R′〉 be two MDPs with the same action
space, and let E ⊆Q×Q′ be a relation. We say that E is a stochastic bisimulation14 if
each i ∈Q (and j ∈ Q′) appears in some pair in E, and, whenever E(i, j), both of the
following hold for all actions α in A,
(1) R(i/E) and R′(j/E) are well defined and equal to each other.
(2) For states i ′ in Q, and j ′ in Q′ s.t. E(i ′, j ′), T (i, α, i ′/E)= T ′(j,α, j ′/E).
See Section 2.2 for the definition of T (i,α,B) for a block B . We say that two MDP states
i and j are stochastically bisimilar if there is some stochastic bisimulation between their
MDPs which relates i and j . Note that these definitions can be applied naturally when the
two MDPs are the same. This definition is closely related to the definition of probabilistic
bisimulation for probabilistic transition systems (MDPs with no utility or reward specified)
given in [30].
Theorem 4. Stochastic bisimilarity restricted to the states of a single MDP is an
equivalence relation, and is itself a stochastic bisimulation from that MDP to itself.15
A stochastic bisimulation can be viewed as a bijection between corresponding blocks
of partitions of the corresponding state spaces. So two MDPs will have a bisimulation
between them exactly when there exist partitions of the two state spaces whose blocks
can be put into a one-to-one correspondence preserving block transition probabilities and
13 For space reasons, we do not repeat the proof of this result.
14 Stochastic bisimulation is also closely related to the substitution property of finite automata developed in
[22] and the notion of lumpability for Markov chains [27].
15 We note that the proofs of all the theorems presented in this paper, except where omitted and explicitly noted,
are left until Appendix A for sake of readability.
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rewards. Stochastic bisimulations that are equivalence relations have several desirable
properties as equivalence relations on MDP states.16
Theorem 5. Any stochastic bisimulation that is an equivalence relation is a refinement of
both optimal value equivalence and action sequence equivalence.
We are interested in state space aggregation and thus primarily in equivalence relations.
The following theorem ensures that we can construct an equivalence relation from any
bisimulation that is not already an equivalence relation.
Theorem 6. The reflexive, symmetric, transitive closure of any stochastic bisimulation from
MDP M = 〈Q,A,T ,R〉 to any MDP, restricted to Q × Q, is an equivalence relation
E ⊆Q×Q that is a stochastic bisimulation from M to M .
Any stochastic bisimulation used for aggregation preserves the optimal value and action
sequence properties as well as the optimal policies of the model:
Theorem 7. Given an MDP M = 〈Q,A,T ,R〉 and an equivalence relation E ⊆Q×Q
that is a stochastic bisimulation, each state i in Q is stochastically bisimilar to the state
i/E in M/E. Moreover, any optimal policy of M/E induces an optimal policy in the
original MDP.
It is possible to give a stochastic modal logic, similar to the Hennessy–Milner modal
logic above, that captures those properties of MDP states that are discriminated by
stochastic bisimilarity (e.g., see [30] which omits rewards).
4. Model minimization
Any stochastic bisimulation can be used to perform model reduction by aggregating
states that are equivalent under that bisimulation. The definitions ensure that there are
natural meanings for the actions on the aggregate states. The coarsest bisimulation
(stochastic bisimilarity) gives the smallest model, which we call the “minimal model” of
the original MDP. In this section, we investigate how to find bisimulations, and bisimilarity
efficiently. We first summarize previous work on computing bisimilarity in FSM models,
and then generalize this work to our domain of MDPs.
4.1. Minimizing finite state machines with bisimilarity
Concurrent process theory provides methods for computing the bisimilarity relation on
an FSM state space. We summarize one method, and show how to use it to compute a
16 It is possible to give a stochastic modal logic for those properties of MDP states that are discriminated by
stochastic bisimilarity. For an example of a closely related logic that achieves this goal for probabilistic transition
systems, see the probabilistic modal logic given in [30].
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minimal FSM equivalent to the original [38]. Consider FSMs F = 〈Q,A,O,T ,R〉 and
F ′ = 〈Q′,A,O ′, T ′,R′〉 and binary relation E ⊆Q×Q′. Define H(E) to be the set of all
pairs (i, j ) from Q×Q′ satisfying the following two properties. First, E(i , j) must hold.
Second, for every action α ∈A, each of the following conditions holds:
(1) R(i)=R′(j),
(2) for i ′ in Q s.t. T (i,α, i ′), there is a j ′ in Q′ s.t. E(i ′, j ′) and T ′(j,α, j ′), and
conversely,
(3) for j ′ in Q′ s.t. T ′(j,α, j ′), there is an i ′ in Q s.t. E(i ′, j ′) and T (i,α, i ′).
We note that H(E) is formed by removing pairs from E that violate the bisimulation
constraints relative to E. We can then define a sequence of relations E0,E1, . . . by taking
E0 =Q×Q and Ex+1 =H(Ex). Since E(i, j) is required for (i, j ) to be in H(E), it is
apparent that this sequence will be monotone decreasing, i.e., Ex+1 ⊆ Ex . It also follows
that any fixed-point of H is a bisimulation between F and itself. Therefore, by iterating H
on an initial (finite) E =Q×Q we eventually find a fixed-point (which is therefore also
a bisimulation). By Theorem 2, this bisimulation can be used in state space aggregation
to produce a quotient model with states that are action sequence equivalent to the original
model.
Further analysis has demonstrated that the resulting bisimulation contains every other
bisimulation, and is thus the largest17 bisimulation between F and itself [38]. As a result,
this bisimulation is the bisimilarity relation onQ, and produces the smallest quotient model
of any bisimulation when used in state space aggregation.
4.2. Minimizing Markov decision processes with stochastic bisimilarity
We show here how the direct generalization of the techniques described above for
computing bisimilarity yields an algorithm for computing stochastic bisimilarity that in
turn is the basis for a model minimization algorithm. Given an MDP M = 〈Q,A,T ,R〉,
we define an operator I on binary relations E ⊆Q×Q similar to H . Let I (E) to be the
set of all pairs i, j such that E(i, j),R(i)=R(j), and for every action α in A and state i ′
in Q,
T (i,α, i ′/E)= T (j,α, i ′/E).
We can again define a decreasing sequence of equivalence relations E0 ⊇ E1 ⊇ · · · by
taking E0 =Q×Q and Ex+1 = I (Ex). Again, the definitions immediately imply that any
fixed point of I is a stochastic bisimulation between M and itself. Therefore, by iterating I
on an initial (finite) E =Q×Q, we are guaranteed to eventually find a fixed point (which
is therefore a stochastic bisimulation). Theorem 7 implies that this stochastic bisimulation
can be used in state space aggregation to produce a quotient model containing blocks that
are both action sequence and optimal value equivalent to the original model.
The resulting stochastic bisimulation contains every other stochastic bisimulation
between M and itself, and is thus the largest stochastic bisimulation between M and
17 Here, by “largest”, we are viewing relations as sets of pairs partially ordered by subset.
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itself,18 the stochastic bisimilarity relation on Q. Aggregation using this relation gives
a coarser (smaller) aggregate reduced model than with any other bisimulation. Use
of this technique for computing bisimilarity for state space aggregation and model
reduction provides a straightforward motivation for and derivation of a model minimization
algorithm: simply aggregate bisimilar states to form the coarsest equivalent model, the
quotient model under bisimilarity.
4.3. Implementing model minimization using block splitting
We now describe a method for computing stochastic bisimilarity19 by repeatedly
splitting the state space into smaller and smaller blocks, much like the I (E) operation
described above. We start by introducing a desired property for partition blocks that can be
checked locally (between two blocks) but that when present globally (between all pairs of
blocks) ensures that a bisimulation has been found.
We say that a block B is stable with respect to block C if and only if every state p in B
has the same probability T (p,α,C) of being carried into block C for every action α and
the block reward R(B) is well defined. We say that B is stable with respect to equivalence
relation E if B is stable with respect to every block in the partition induced by E. We say
that an equivalence relation E is stable if every block in the induced partition is stable with
respect to E. These definitions immediately imply that any stable equivalence relation is a
bisimulation.
The equivalence relation I (E) can be defined in terms of stability as the relation induced
by the coarsest partition (among those refining E) containing only blocks that are stable
with respect to E. This partition can be found by splitting each block of E into maximal
sub-blocks that are stable with respect to E (i.e., stable with respect to each block of E).
To make this concrete, we define a split operation that enforces this stability property for a
particular pair of blocks.
Let P be a partition of Q, B a block in P , and C a set of states C ⊂Q. We define a new
partition denoted SPLIT(B,C,P ) by replacingB with the uniquely determined sub-blocks
{B1, . . . ,Bk} such that each Bi is a maximal sub-block of B that is stable with respect to
C. Since Bi is stable with respect to C, for any action α and for states p and q from the
same block Bi we have that
T (p,α,C)= T (q,α,C) and R(p)=R(q).
Since the Bi are maximal, for states p and q from different blocks, either
T (p,α,C) = T (q,α,C) or R(p) =R(q).
The SPLIT operation can be used to compute I (E) by repeated splitting of the blocks
of the partition induced by E as follows:
18 We can show that if E contains a bisimulation B, then I (E) must still contain that bisimulation—the key
step is to show that T (i,α, i′/E)= T (j,α, i′/E) for any i′ in Q, any α in A, and any i and j such that B(i, j).
19 Our algorithm is a stochastic adaptation of an algorithm in [31] that is related to an algorithm by [3]. All of
these algorithms derive naturally from the known properties of bisimilarity in concurrent process theory [38].
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Let P ′ = P = the partition induced by E
For each block C in P
While P ′ contains a block B for which P ′ = SPLIT(B,C,P ′)
P ′ = SPLIT(B,C,P ′) /* blocks added here are
stable wrt. C */
/* so need not be checked in While test */
I (E)= the equivalence relation represented by P ′
We refer to this algorithm as the partition improvement algorithm, and to iteratively
applying partition improvement starting with {Q} as partition iteration. However, in
partition iteration, suppose a block B has been split so that P ′ contains sub-blocks
B1, . . . ,Bk of B . Now, splitting other blocks C to create stability with respect to B is no
longer necessary since, we will be splitting C to create stability with respect to B1, . . . ,Bk
in a later iteration of I . Blocks that are stable with respect to B1, . . . ,Bk are necessarily
stable with respect to B . This analysis leads to the following simpler algorithm, which
bypasses computing I iteratively and computes the greatest fixed point of I more directly:
Let P = {Q} /* trivial one block partition */
While P contains block B&C s.t. P = SPLIT(B,C,P )
P = SPLIT(B,C,P)
Greatest Fixed point of I = the equivalence relation
given by P
We refer to this algorithm as the model minimization algorithm, and we refer to the
P = SPLIT(B,C,P ) check as the stability check for blocks B and C. That model
minimization computes a fixed point of I follows from the fact that when all blocks of
a partition are stable with respect to that partition, the partition is a bisimulation (and
thus a fixed point of I ). The following lemma and corollary then imply that either model
minimization or partition iteration can be used to compute the greatest fixed point of I .
Lemma 8.1. Given equivalence relationE onQ and states p and q such that T (p,α,C) =
T (q,α,C) for some action α and block C of E,p and q are not related by any stochastic
bisimulation refining E.
Corollary 8.2. Let E be an equivalence relation on Q,B a block in E, and C a union
of blocks from E. Every bisimulation on Q that refines E is a refinement of the partition
SPLIT(B,C,E).
Theorem 8. Partition iteration and model minimization both compute stochastic bisimilar-
ity.
By repeatedly finding unstable blocks and splitting them, we can thus find the
bisimilarity partition in linearly many splits relative to the final partition size (each split
increases the partition size, which cannot exceed that of the bisimilarity partition, so
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there are at most linearly many splits). The model minimization algorithm performs at
most quadratically many stability checks:20 simply check each pair of blocks for stability,
splitting each unstable block as it is discovered. The cost of each split operation and each
stability check depends heavily on the partition representation and is discussed in detail
later in this paper.
We note that this analysis implies that the partition computed by model minimization
is the stochastic bisimilarity partition, regardless of which block is selected for splitting at
each iteration of the While loop. We therefore leave this choice unspecified.
Fig. 4(a) shows an MDP in factored representation by giving a DBN with the conditional
probability tables represented as decision trees, using the representation developed in [9,
13]. Fig. 4(b) shows the immediate-reward partition for this MDP, which is computed by
I ({Q}). There are two blocks in this partition: states in which the reward is one and states
in which the reward is zero. Fig. 4(c) shows the quotient model for the refined partition
constructed by the model minimization algorithm. Aggregate states (blocks of the two
partitions) are described as formulas involving fluents, e.g., ¬S1 ∧ S2 is the set of states
in which S1 is false and S2 is true. A factored SPLIT operation suitable for finding this
quotient model without enumerating the underlying state space is described in Section 4.4.
The model-minimization algorithm is given independently of the underlying representa-
tion for state-space partitions. However, in order for the algorithm to guarantee finding the
target partition, we must have a partition representation sufficiently expressive to represent
an arbitrary partition of the state space. Such partition representations may be expensive
to manipulate, and may blow up in size. For this reason, partition manipulation opera-
tions that do not exactly implement the splitting operation described above can still be of
use—typically these splitting operations guarantee that the resulting partition can be repre-
sented in a more restrictive partition representation. Such operations can still be adequate
for our purposes if, whenever a split is requested, the operation splits “at least as much” as
requested.
Formally, we say that a block splitting operation SPLIT∗ is adequate if SPLIT∗(B,C,P )
is always a refinement of SPLIT(B,C,P ). Adequate split operations that can return par-
titions that are strictly finer than SPLIT are said to be non-optimal. The minimization
algorithm, with SPLIT replaced by an adequate SPLIT∗, is a model reduction algorithm.
Note that non-optimal SPLIT∗ operations may be cheaper to implement than SPLIT, even
though they “split more” than SPLIT. One natural way to define an adequate but non-
optimal SPLIT∗ operation is to base the definition on a partition representation that can
represent only some possible partitions. In this case, SPLIT∗ is defined as a coarsest repre-
sentable refinement of the optimal partition computed by SPLIT. (For many natural repre-
sentations, e.g., fluentwise partitions, this coarsest refinement is unique.) As shown by the
following theorem, the model reduction algorithm remains sound.
20 Observe that the stability of a block C with respect to another block B and any action is not affected by
splitting blocks other than B and C , so no pair of blocks need to be checked for stability more than once for each
action. Also the number of blocks ever considered cannot exceed twice the number of blocks in the final partition,
since blocks that are split can be viewed as internal nodes of a tree. Here, the root of the tree is the block of all
states, the leaves of the tree are the blocks of the final partition, and the children of any node are the blocks that
result from splitting the block at the node. These facts imply the quadratic bound on stability checks.
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are shown represented as decision trees. (b) A graph of the immediate reward partition I ({Q}) of the MDP
with nodes representing blocks and arcs representing possible transitions. (c) The quotient model of the coarsest
homogeneous partition computed by the model minimization algorithm.
Theorem 9. Model reduction returns a stochastic bisimulation.
Corollary 9.1. The optimal policy for the quotient model produced by model reduction
induces an optimal policy for the original MDP.
This theorem guarantees us that model reduction will still find an equivalent reduced
model. However, we may lose the property that the resulting partition is independent of the
order in which we chose to split blocks (i.e., which block is split by the main while loop
when a choice is present). This property must be proven anew for each SPLIT∗ operation
that is considered, if the property is desired. A theorem and corollary similar to Theorem 9
and Corollary 9.1 can be proven with analogous techniques for partition iteration using an
adequate SPLIT∗ operation.
Some published techniques that operate on implicit representations resemble minimiza-
tion with adequate but non-optimal splitting operations. We describe some of these tech-
niques and the connection to minimization later, but first we examine the details of our
algorithm for a particular factored representation.
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4.4. Factored block splitting
This subsection describes a method for implementing the SPLIT operation on partitions
given a factored representation of the MDP dynamics. The method and factored
representation are provided to make concrete the operations involved, not to assert that
either the method or the representation is particularly distinguished. Using this splitting
method, our model minimization algorithm can construct a reduced model without
explicitly enumerating states. The later part of this section gives a detailed example.
We now introduce notation to set up a running example for this section. Let Q be the
set of all states, and P a partition of Q. For any block B of states, let fB be the formula
used to represent B . Given blocks B and C in P , we are interested in splitting B to obtain
a set of sub-blocks that are stable with respect to C. We replace B with the resulting stable
sub-blocks to obtain a refinement of P called P ′. Fig. 5 depicts the basic objects for our
example. We start by focusing on a particular, but arbitrary, action α, and then generalize
to multiple actions by computing the intersection of the partitions for each action.
We assume that the state-transition distribution for action α is in factored form—for
each fluent, there is a decision tree specifying the conditional probability distribution over
the value of the fluent at time t , given the state at time t − 1. Fig. 6 illustrates the decision
trees for our running example; we only show the decision trees for the three fluents in
fC . In our example trees, the distribution over values is given by a single probability (that
of “true”), because there are only two possible values. Note that these decision trees are
labeled, factored partitions of the state space. The leaves of the tree correspond to the
blocks of the partition—each block is specified by the values assigned to the fluents on
the path from the root to the corresponding leaf. These blocks are then labeled with the
probability distribution at the corresponding decision-tree leaf.
Each fluent has a decision tree describing its behavior under action α. Consider a subset
F ′ of the fluents. We obtain a partition that we refer to as the partition determining the
transition distribution for F ′ under α, as follows. The blocks of the partition are given by
the intersection of the |F ′| partitions described by the decision trees for fluents in F ′.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between blocks in the new partition and sets of
blocks from the |F ′| partitions (one from each) with non-empty intersections. We label
each block of this new “overlaid” partition with the product of the distribution labels on
the blocks in the corresponding set of blocks. This partition is then a refinement of the
partition under α for any of the fluents in F ′. States in the same block of this overlaid
partition have the same probability of transitioning (under action α) to any block of the
partition Fluentwise(F ′) defined in Section 2.3. Here as elsewhere in our discussion, we
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simultaneously treat states as elements ofQ that can be contained in a block of a state space
partition, and as assignments of values to fluents that can satisfy the formula associated
with a given block of a partition.
We denote the labeled partition for fluent Xi under action α as PαX1 . For example, the
decision tree for X1 shown in Fig. 6 gives us
PαX1 = {B1,B2,B3},
where the formulas associated with the blocks of PαX1 are
fB1 =¬X1, fB2 =X1 ∧¬X2, fB3 =X1 ∧X2.
The probability distribution for X1 under action α for the blocks of PαX1 is given by




Note that we can group all leaves of the decision tree for a given fluent that share the
same probability distribution label into a single block in the partition for the fluent. For
example, if the probability distribution for X1 at the leaf for both blocks B1 and B2 in PαX1
were 0.7, then we would group all the states in blocks B1 and B2 into a block B ′, giving
PαX1 = {B ′,B3}, fB ′ = (¬X1)∨ (X1 ∧¬X2), fB3 =X1 ∧X2, and
Pr(X1,t+1 |Xt,Ut = α)=
{
0.7 Xt ∈B ′,
0.3 Xt ∈B3.
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For each fluent Xi , the partition Pα groups states that behave the same under actionXi
α with regards to Xi . However, what we want is to group states in B that behave the
same under action α with respect to C. Since C is specified using a formula fC , we need
only concern ourselves with fluents mentioned in fC , as the other fluents do not influence
whether or not we end up in C. If we take the intersection of all the partitions for each of
the fluents mentioned in fC , we obtain the coarsest partition that is a refinement of all those
fluent partitions. This partition distinguishes between states with different probabilities of
ending up in C. We can then restrict the partition to the block B to obtain the sub-blocks
of B where states in the same sub-block all have the same probability of ending up in C
after taking action α. Therefore, if Fluents(fC ) is the set of all fluents appearing in fC ,
the partition determining the transition distribution for Fluents(fC) under α makes all the
necessary state distinctions.
The procedure Block-split( ) shown in Fig. 7 computes the coarsest partition of B that
is a refinement of all the partitions associated with the fluents in fC and the action α. It
does so by first computing the coarsest partition of Q, which we will denote PQ, with this
property, and then intersecting each block in this partition with B . (In terms of representing
blocks as formulas, intersection is just conjunction.) Applying this to our ongoing example
gives the following partitions:
PαX1 = {X1 ∧X2,X1 ∧¬X2,¬X1}, P αX2 = {X3,¬X3}, P αX3 = {X3,¬X3},
PQ = {X1 ∧X2 ∧X3, X1 ∧X2 ∧¬X3, X1 ∧¬X2 ∧X3, X1 ∧¬X2 ∧¬X3,
¬X1 ∧X3, ¬X1 ∧¬X3}.
Intersecting each block of PQ with fB (eliminating empty blocks) computes the final
partition of B given by
{X1 ∧¬X2 ∧X3 ∧X4, X1 ∧¬X2 ∧¬X3 ∧X4,
¬X1 ∧¬X2 ∧X3 ∧X4, ¬X1 ∧¬X2 ∧¬X3 ∧X4}.
This procedure runs, in the worst case, in time exponential in the number of fluents
mentioned in fC .21 As with most factored MDP algorithms, in the worst case, the factoring
gains us no computational advantage.
One adequate but non-optimal splitting operation that works on the factored represen-
tation is defined in terms of the procedure Block-split( ) as






We refer to SPLIT∗ defined in this manner as S-SPLIT, abbreviation “structure-based
splitting”. Structure-based splitting the exact transition probabilities assigned to blocks of
states. This splitting method splits two states if there is any way of setting the quantifying
parameters that would require splitting the states. S-SPLIT is non-optimal because it cannot
21 The order in which the fluents are handled can dramatically affect the run time of Partition-determining( ) if
inconsistent formulas are identified and eliminated on each recursive call.
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Block-split(B,C,α)
return{fB ∧ f ∧ fR | f ∈ Partition-determining (Fluents(fC),α),
fR ∈ Reward partition,
and fB ∧ f ∧ fR is satisfiable };
Partition-determining(F,α) /* the partition determining the
fluents in F */
if F = ∅ then return {true};
for some X ∈ F,
return {f ∧ fB ′ | B ′ ∈ PαX,
f ∈ Partition-determining (F − {X}, α), and
f ∧ fB ′ is satisfiable};
Fig. 7. Procedure for partitioning block B with respect to block C and action α.
exploit “coincidences” in the quantifying parameters to aggregate “structurally” different
states.
In order to implement an optimal split, we need to do a little more work. Specifically, we
have to combine blocks of Block-split(B,C,α) that have the same probability of ending
up in C. Situations where we must combine such blocks in order to be optimal arise
when an action, taken in different states from B , affects the fluents in fC differently, but
“coincidentally” has the same overall probability of ending up in blockC from the different
source states. For example, suppose action α, taken in state p in B , has a 0.5 probability
of setting fluent X1, and always sets fluent X2; however, when α is taken in state q in
B , it has a 0.5 probability of setting fluent X2, and always sets fluent X1. If block C has
formula X1 ∧X2 both state p and state q have a 0.5 probability of transitioning to block C
under action α. However, p and q must be in separate blocks for each of the fluents in the
formulaX1∧X2, since α affects both X1 and X2 differently at p than at q—hence, Block-
split( ) will partition p and q into different blocks, even though they behave the same with
respect to C. To compute the coarsening of Block-split(B,C,α) required to obtain optimal
splitting, we first consider a particular partition of the block C.
The partition of C that we use in computing an optimal split of B is the fluentwise22
partition Fluentwise(Fluents(C)), restricted to C. This partition has a block for each
assignment to the fluents in Fluents(C) consistent with fC . We denote this partition
as Fluentwise(C). In our example, fC = (X1 ∧ X2) ∨ (X2 ∧ X3) so Fluentwise(C) =
{X1 ∧X2 ∧X3, X1 ∧X2 ∧ ¬X3, ¬X1 ∧X2 ∧X3} which we shall call C1,C2, and C3,
respectively.
The probability of transition from Bj ∈ Block-split(B,C,α) to Ci ∈ Fluentwise(C) is
defined as
Pr(Xt+1 ∈ Cj |Xt ∈Bi,Ut = α)= Pr(Xt+1 ∈Cj |Xt = p,Ut = α),
22 See Section 2.3.
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Block P(X1) P(X2) P(X3) P(C1) P(C2) P(C3) P(fC)
B1 X1 ∧¬X2 ∧X3 ∧X4 0.5 1.0 0.02 0.010 0.490 0.010 0.510
B2 X1 ∧¬X2 ∧¬X3 ∧X4 0.5 0.6 0.50 0.150 0.150 0.150 0.450
B3 ¬X1 ∧¬X2 ∧X3 ∧X4 0.7 1.0 0.02 0.014 0.686 0.006 0.706
B4 ¬X1 ∧¬X2 ∧¬X3 ∧X4 0.7 0.6 0.50 0.210 0.210 0.090 0.510
Fig. 8. Optimal Split Computations for the ongoing example. We show, for each Bi , the probability P(Xi) of
setting each fluent Xi in fluents(C), when acting in Bi . The right four columns use these values to compute the
probability P(Ci ) of landing in each block Ci of Fluentwise(C), and then the probability P(fC ) of landing in C
itself, in each case when acting in each Bi. .
where p is an arbitrary state in Bi . The choice of p does not affect the value of Pr(Xt+1 ∈
Cj |Xt ∈ Bi,Ut = α) by the design of Block-split( ). We can compute these probabilities
by multiplying the appropriate entries from the probability distributions for the fluents in
fC and thus induce a labeling for the blocks of the partition returned by Block-split( ),
Pr(Xt+1 ∈ C |Xt ∈ Bi,Ut = α)=
∑
Cj∈ Fluentwise(C)
Pr(Xt+1 ∈Cj |Xt ∈ Bi, Ut = α).
To compute the optimal split, we group together those blocks in
⋂
α∈A Block-split(B,C,α)
that have the same block transition distributions, i.e., Bi,Bj ∈⋂α∈A Block-split(B,C,α)
are in the same block of SPLIT(B,C,P ) if and only if
Pr(Xt+1 ∈ C |Xt ∈ Bi,Ut = α)= Pr(Xt+1 ∈C |Xt ∈Bj ,Ut = α), for all α.
Once again, we note that in the worst case, the additional work added to compute an
optimal split with this method is exponential in the original MDP representation size
because Fluentwise(C) would have to be enumerated explicitly. To complete our example,
we show these calculations in Fig. 8, the final column of which indicates that we can
combine the blocks labeled B1 and B4, since they both have the same probability of
transitioning to block C. As a result, we obtain the following partition of B: {X1 ∧¬X2 ∧
¬X3 ∧X4,¬X1 ∧¬X2 ∧X3 ∧X4, (X1 ∧¬X2 ∧X3 ∧X4)∨ (¬X1 ∧¬X2 ∧¬X3 ∧X4)}.
4.5. Hardness of model minimization with factored partitions
The difficulty of optimal splitting is implied by the following complexity result.
Definition 1. The bounded-size model-minimization decision problem is:
Given a number k represented in unary notation and a factored MDP M with a minimal
model of k or fewer states, determine whether the minimal model of M has exactly k states.
Theorem 10. The bounded-size model-minimization problem is NP-hard.
It is worth noting that the different non-optimal SPLIT∗ operations make different
tradeoffs between ease of computation and amount of reduction that can be achieved in the
reduced model. Also, some non-optimal SPLIT∗ definitions guarantee that the resulting
partition can be represented compactly, as we will see in Section 4.6.
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Theorem 10 shows that model minimization will be expensive in the worst case,
regardless of how it is computed, even when small models exist. In addition, since our
original algorithm presentation in [12] it has been shown that the factored-stability test
required for the particular algorithm we present (and implicit in computing SPLIT) is also
quite expensive to compute, being coNPC=P-hard [19].23 This result does not directly
imply hardness for the bounded-size model minimization problem (i.e., Theorem 10),
because there could be other algorithms for addressing that problem without using SPLIT.
4.6. Non-optimal block splitting for improved effectiveness
We discuss three different non-optimal block splitting approaches and the interaction
between these approaches and our choice of partition representation as well as the
consequent improvement in effectiveness. The optimal SPLIT defined above requires a
general-purpose partition representation to represent the partitions encountered during
model reduction—e.g., the DNF representation discussed in Section 2.3. Each of the
alternative non-optimal SPLIT∗ approaches can guarantee that the resulting partition is
representable with a less expressive but more compact representation, as discussed below.
We motivate our non-optimal splitting approaches by noting that the optimal factored
SPLIT operation described in Section 4.4 has two phases, each of which can independently
take time exponential in the input size. The first phase computes Block-split(B,C,α)
for each action α, and uses it to refine B , defining the partition S-SPLIT(B,C,P ). The
second phase coarsens this partition, aggregating blocks that are “coincidentally” alike for
the particular quantifying parameters (transition probabilities and rewards) in the model.
Our non-optimal splitting methods address each of these exponential phases, allowing
polynomial-time computation of the partition resulting from that phase.
The first non-optimal approach we discuss guarantees a fluentwise-representable
partition—recall from Section 2.3 that a fluentwise partition can be represented as a subset
of the fluents where the blocks of the partition correspond to the distinct truth assignments
to that subset of fluents. We define the “fluentwise split” F-SPLIT(B,C,P ) to be the
coarsest refinement of SPLIT(B,C,P ) that is fluentwise representable. F-SPLIT(B,C,P )
is the fluentwise partition described by the set of all fluents X such that there are two
states differing only on X that fall in different blocks of SPLIT(B,C,P ). Equivalently,
F-SPLIT(B,C,P ) is the fluentwise partition described by the set of all fluents X that
are present in every DNF description of SPLIT(B,C,P ). As with SPLIT(B,C,P ), the
function F-SPLIT(B,C,P ) can be computed in two phases. The first phase intersects
partitions from the action definitions, returning the coarsest fluentwise refinement of the
result. The second phase combines blocks in the resulting partition (due to “coincidences”),
and again takes the coarsest fluentwise refinement, to yield the desired partition. The first
phase can be carried out efficiently in polynomial time in the size of the output, but the
second phase appears to require time possibly exponential in its output size, because it
appears to require enumerating the blocks of the first-phase output.
23 Goldsmith and Sloan in [19] also show that the complexity of performing a test for an approximate version
of stability, ε-stability, for an arbitrary partition is coNPPP-complete. (ε-stability, is a relaxed form of stability
defined in [14].)
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To avoid the exponential time required in the second phase to detect “coincidences”
that depend on the quantifying parameters, we need to define a “structural” notion of block
stability—one that ignores the quantifying parameters. Because our factored representation
defines transition probabilities one fluent at a time, we will define structural stability in a
similar fluentwise manner.
We say that a block B of a partition P is fluentwise stable with respect to fluent X
if and only if for every action α,B is a subset of some block of the partition TF (α,X).
The block B is termed fluentwise stable with respect to block C if B is fluentwise stable
with respect to every fluent mentioned in every DNF formula describing block C. We
call a partition P fluentwise stable if every block in the partition is fluentwise stable with
respect to every other block in the partition. It is straightforward to show that the “structural
split” S-SPLIT(B,C,P ), as defined above in Section 4.4, is the coarsest refinement of
SPLIT(B,C,P ) for which each sub-block of B is fluentwise stable with respect to C.
The operation S-SPLIT is adequate and is computed using Block-split( ) for each action,
as described in Section 4.4, assuming that each block formula in the input partition
representation is simplified (in the sense that any fluent mentioned must be mentioned
to represent the block). This assumption holds for blocks represented as conjunctions of
literals, as in decision-tree partitions. Under this assumption S-SPLIT can be computed in
time polynomial in the size of its input formulas plus the number of new blocks introduced
(which may be exponential in the input size). Analysis of S-SPLIT guarantees that if
each input block is describable by a conjunction of literals then so are the blocks of the
output partition, ensuring that the inputs are conjunctions of literals, if each partition in the
original factored MDP definition is so represented (e.g., if decision tree partitions are used
to define the MDP24), as long as all block splitting is done with S-SPLIT. This guarantee
allows model reduction with S-SPLIT to use this simpler representation of partitions. With
S-SPLIT the result of reduction is also not order-dependent, unlike some adequate, non-
optimal splits (see Section 4.3).
Theorem 11. Given a partition P , there is a unique coarsest fluentwise-stable stochastic
bisimulation refining P . Iterating S-SPLIT using model reduction or partition iteration
starting from P computes this bisimulation regardless of the order of block splitting.
To avoid exponential model-reduction time even when the resulting model is expo-
nentially large, we can combine the above two concepts. We call the resulting “flu-
entwise structural” split FS-SPLIT(B,C,P ). FS-SPLIT(B,C,P ) computes the coarsest
fluentwise-representable refinement of SPLIT(B,C,P ) such that each sub-block of B is
fluentwise stable with respect to C. The split operation FS-SPLIT is adequate and com-
putable in time polynomial in the size ofM , even for factoredM , and the resulting partition
is again independent of the order of splitting.
24 It is worth noting that decisions trees as used in this paper are less expressive than the disjoint conjunctions
of literals representation. That is to say there exist sets of disjoint conjunctions of literals that represent partitions
not representable with decision trees, e.g., {A∧¬B,B ∧¬C,C ∧¬A,A∧B ∧C,¬A∧¬B ∧¬C}.
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Theorem 12. Given a partition P , there is a unique coarsest stochastic bisimulation
refining P even under the restriction that the partition be both fluentwise stable and
fluentwise representable. Iterating FS-SPLIT using model reduction or partition iteration
starting from P computes this bisimulation regardless of the order of block splitting.
A variant of S-SPLIT that is closer to the optimal SPLIT can be derived by observing
that there is no need to split a block B to achieve fluentwise stability relative to a
destination block C when the block B has a zero probability of transitioning to the
block C. This refinement does not affect FS-SPLIT due to the bias towards splitting of
the “fluentwise” partition representation used, but adding this refinement does change
S-SPLIT. The resulting split operation, which we call R-SPLIT, is significant in that it
is implicit in the previously published factored MDP algorithms in [9].
We define the regression region for a block B to be the block containing those states i
such that T (i,α,B) is non-zero. A block B is said to be regression stable with respect to
block C if B is either entirely contained in the regression region of C and B is fluentwise
stable with respect to C or B does not overlap the regression region of C. The “regression”
splitting operation R-SPLIT(B,C,P ) is the coarsest refinement of SPLIT(B,C,P ) such
that each sub-block of B is regression stable with respect to C. We say a partition P is
regression stable if every block of P is regression stable with respect to every other block
of P . R-SPLIT can be calculated using a modification of the Block-split function, given
in Fig. 7. For each action α, replacing the call Partition-determining(Fluents(C), α) with
the call Regression-determining(fC, α), invoking the pseudo-code shown in Fig. 9. We
note that R-SPLIT, unlike S-SPLIT, depends on the specific transition probabilities (i.e.,
whether each is zero or not), not just the partitions used in defining T . Given a partition
(and factored MDP) using only blocks described by conjunctions of literals, IR-SPLIT
returns another such partition.25 Unlike S-SPLIT, we do not have a method for computing
R-SPLIT in worst-case polynomial-time in the number of blocks in the output partition
(similarly, the corresponding algorithms in [9], as discussed below in Section 5, are not
polynomial in the output size).
Theorem 13. Given a partition P , there exists a unique coarsest regression-stable
stochastic bisimulation refining P .
It turns out that this target partition can be computed by iterating R-SPLIT, as expected,
but that the partition found may depend on the order in which splitting is done unless we
restrict the starting partition representation, as follows.
Theorem 14. Let M be a factored MDP with all partition blocks represented as
conjunctions of literals. Given a starting partition P also so represented, iterating
R-SPLIT using partition iteration computes the coarsest regression-stable stochastic
bisimulation refining P , regardless of the order in which blocks are selected for splitting.
25 However, single calls to R-SPLIT can return partitions not representable with conjunctions of literals.
IR-SPLIT cannot—this difference is surprising and is a consequence of the fact that every state must transition
somewhere and thus be in some regression region. See the proof of Lemma 16.1 for more detail.
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Regression-determining(fC, α)
PC = {b | b ∈ Partition-determining(Fluents(fC),α) and
Pr(fC true in next state | current state in b) > 0}
Q0 =Q−
⋃
b∈PC b /* states with zero trans. probability to C */
Return {Q0} ∪ PC
Fig. 9. Function used in computing R-SPLIT.
5. Existing algorithms
We briefly describe several existing algorithms that operate on factored representations,
and relate these algorithms to model reduction/minimization. Our model minimization and
reduction methods provide a means for automatically converting a factored MDP into a
familiar explicit MDP by aggregation. The resulting explicit MDP can then be manipulated
with traditional solution algorithms, and the resulting solutions induce corresponding
solutions in the original factored MDP. In this process, the aggregation analysis is
completely separate from the later value or policy computations.
Previous work by [9] gives algorithms that interleave value and policy computations
with aggregation computations, by giving factored forms of the traditional MDP solution
methods. This interleaved approach has advantages in some cases where the minimal
model is too expensive to compute, because exploiting value computations based on partial
minimization may make it possible to avoid full minimization (e.g., sometimes value-based
algorithms can compute the minimal model for just the optimal policy without computing
the full minimal model).
Here we argue that two previously published methods, state space abstraction and
structured successive approximation (SSA), can be alternatively viewed as model reduction
followed by traditional MDP solution [5]. Model reduction provides an explication of the
state equivalence properties being computed by these techniques, as well as a description
of the techniques that separates the partition manipulation from the value computation
(relying on traditional techniques for the latter).
We then discuss two other previous methods [9], structured policy iteration (SPI) and
structured value iteration (SVI), that can obtain advantages over direct model reduction due
to the interleaving of value computations with partition manipulation. Finally, we discuss
connections between model minimization and a previously published factored POMDP
solution technique, and relate our work to the SPUDD system [24]. There is other related
work on factored MDP solution that we do not analyze here, e.g., [1,28].
5.1. State-space abstraction
State-space abstraction [5] is a means of solving a factored MDP by generating an
equivalent reduced MDP formed by determining which fluents values are necessarily











Fig. 10. Pseudo-code for the aggregation portion of the state space abstraction algorithm, following [5]. The
reward partition is given by R, the action space by A, and the transition distributions by T (Ta,f is a partition
of the state space where states in the same block have equal probability of setting fluent f under action a). Each
partition is represented using a decision tree. Given such a tree t, Fluents(t) gives the set of fluents used in any
test in the tree. The F variables are fluentwise-representable state-space partitions represented in a compact form
as a set of fluents.
irrelevant to the solution. As presented by [5] the method handles synchronic effects26,27—
here we address the restriction of that method to factored MDPs represented without
synchronic effects. Inclusion of synchronous effects does not increase expressiveness, but
may result in a polynomial reduction in the size of the representation [35]. We discuss
the extension of our minimization technique to handle synchronic effects in Section 6.3.
Pseudo-code for the state-aggregation portion of state-space abstraction is given in Fig. 10.
Throughout the code, the inferred partition of the state space is fluentwise representable
and is maintained as a set of fluents—where every truth assignment to the set is a block
of the partition. The method for selecting the fluents determining the partition is described
in [5] as finding the “relevant fluents”—this selection is performed by the procedure Add-
relevant.
Here we show that the method in the pseudo-code for determining fluent relevance
is effectively a fluentwise-stability check; exactly the check performed by FS-SPLIT.
Fluents are added to the set of relevant fluents whenever the current partition is not
fluentwise stable (for lack of those fluents). We note that one difference between Add-
relevant and FS-SPLIT is that Add-relevant effectively checks the stability of all blocks
in the current partition simultaneously rather than just one block; in fact, Add-relevant
computes the same partition as the iterative use of FS-SPLIT in partition improvement.
We write IFS-SPLIT(P ) for the partition returned by the partition improvement method of
Section 4.3, with SPLIT replaced by FS-SPLIT for splitting and block stability checking—
we note the IFS-SPLIT(P ) refines I (P ) and that by Theorem 12 we reach a bisimulation by
iterating IFS-SPLIT(P ) to a fixed point.
Lemma 15.1. Given a fluentwise partition P and a minimal tree-represented factored MDP
M , the partition computed by Add-relevant(P ) is the partition IFS-SPLIT(P ).
26 See footnote 8.
27 The representation given in [5] does not explicitly mention handling synchronic effects. Synchronic effects
are achieved in that representation when the “synchronized variables” are included in the same aspect when the
action is described.
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As a result, we conclude that iterating Add-relevant, as in state-space abstraction, is
equivalent to iterating FS-SPLIT as in model reduction.
Theorem 15. Given a minimal tree-represented MDP, model reduction using FS-SPLIT
yields the same partition that state-space abstraction yields, and does so in polynomial-
time in the MDP representation size.
Boutilier and Dearden [5] also describe a method of approximation by limiting the
fluents that are considered relevant to the reward partition—this idea can also be captured
in the model reduction framework using ideas like those in Section 6.2.
5.2. Structured stochastic dynamic programming—overview
Policy iteration is a well-known technique for finding an optimal policy for an explicitly
represented MDP by evaluating the value at each state of a fixed policy and using those
values to compute a locally better policy. Iterating this process leads to an optimal policy
[42]. In explicit MDPs, the evaluation of each fixed policy can be done with another
well-known algorithm called successive approximation, which computes the n-step-to-go
value function for the policy for each n-converging quickly to the infinite-horizon value
function for the policy. A related technique, value iteration, computes the n-step-to-go
value function for the optimal policy directly, for each n. Both successive approximation
and value iteration converge in the infinite limit to the true value function, and a stopping
criterion can be designed to indicate when the estimated values are within some given
tolerance [42].
Boutilier et al. in [9] describe variants of policy iteration, successive approximation, and
value iteration designed to work on factored MDP representations, called structured policy
iteration (SPI), structured successive approximation (SSA), and structured value iteration
(SVI), respectively. As we discuss in detail below, SSA can be understood as a variant of
model reduction using the regression splitting operation R-SPLIT described in Section 4.6.
Single iterations of SPI can also be understood in this manner: the policy improvement
phase can be described using a variant of model reduction, so that SPI can be viewed as
iterating policy improvement and SSA, each a model reduction.
These methods can be viewed as performing partition manipulation simultaneously with
value and/or optimal policy computation—here we will indicate the connection between
model reduction and the partition manipulations performed by these algorithms. If model
reduction is used, the value and/or policy computations are performed on the aggregate
model after reduction, using standard explicit-model techniques. We note that removing
the value computations from these algorithms yields substantially simpler code; however,
computing value functions and policies during reduction allows their use “anytime” even if
reduction is too expensive to complete. The interleaved value computations also allow the
aggregation of states that are not equivalent dynamically under all actions. The guarantee
is only that the value will be the same for the optimal28 actions (which will still remain
28 Here, “optimal” refers to being the optimal initial action in a finite horizon policy, where the horizon is
extended on each iteration of the method.
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optimal) but the aggregated model may not be equivalent to the original model for other
actions. Determining which actions are optimal to enable this extra aggregation requires
maintaining information about state values.
SVI is closely similar to model reduction when the tree simplification phase, discussed
below, is omitted; tree simplification is generally made possible by the interleaved value
computations, and can result in significant savings. Each iteration of SPI is understood
using model reduction restricted to the current policy; however, the full iterative procedure
is quite different from model reduction followed by explicit policy iteration. Informally,
this is because SPI performs aggregation relative to the different specific policies
encountered, whereas model minimization or reduction aggregates relative to all policies
(states must be separated if they differ under any policy).
With both policy and value iteration, model reduction has an advantage in cases where
the MDP parameters (but not the tree structure, i.e., the partitions) may change frequently,
as in some machine learning settings where the parameters are being learned, for example.
In such cases, the reduced model does not change when the parameters change,29 so no re-
aggregation needs to be done upon parameter change. This observation suggests omitting
tree simplification from SVI in such cases.
Another example where model reduction has an advantage over SPI/SVI arises with
“exogenous events”. [9] mentions the difficulty in capturing “exogenous events” such
as external user requests in the SPI/SVI approach—such requests have the effect of
changing the parameters of the reward function, but not the structure, and typically
require re-computing the entire solution when using SPI/SVI. In contrast, the model
reduction approach does not require any new partition manipulation upon changing the
reward parameters, since the reduced model is unchanged; only the explicit reduced-model
solution needs to be re-computed, by traditional methods. One contribution of our work is
in explicating the SPI/SVI methods by separating analysis of the value computations from
analysis of the partition manipulations, as well as connecting the latter to the literature on
concurrent processes and automata theory.
Although the value computations included in SPI and SVI differentiate these methods
from model reduction, our methods can still be used to explicate the partition manipulations
performed by these algorithms. In particular, using the model-reduction form of SSA we
construct a model-reduction presentation of SPI below. Following [9], throughout this
section we assume that all factored MDPs are represented using decision trees for the
partitions involved in defining the reward and action-transition functions. Moreover, we
assume that these trees are minimal in the following sense: if a fluent appears in a tree, then
the tree could not be modified by simply deleting that fluent (and replacing it with either
sub-tree) without changing the function represented by the tree. Minimality in this sense is
easy to enforce, and without minimality, the algorithms in [9] may do more splitting than
our methods.
29 Assuming an appropriate split operation is used (R-SPLIT or S-SPLIT, for example). If R-SPLIT is being
used, the given “structure” must indicate which parameters are zero and which are non-zero. We note that exact
model minimization (as opposed to reduction) produces a result that can depend heavily on the model parameters,
not just on the structure of parameter dependency.
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5.3. Structured stochastic dynamic programming—detailsPartial pseudo-code for the SSA, SPI, and SVI algorithms is shown in Fig. 11. Here we
show only the partition-manipulation aspects of the algorithms, and only briefly indicate
the somewhat complex associated value computations. We provide pseudo-code for these
algorithms for reference and for grounding our theorems below, but a full appreciation of
this section requires familiarity with [9].
We begin our analysis of the connection between SSA/SVI/SPI and model reduction
by showing that the partition computed by the function PRegress is closely related to the
partition computed by the function Regression-determining presented earlier, in Fig. 9.
Regression-determining computes factored block splitting.
Lemma 16.1. Let V be a tree-represented value function, where PV is the partition given
by the tree. Let α be an action, and for any block C of PV , let ΦC denote the conjunction
of literals describing C. We then have the following:
The partition computed by PRegress(V ,α) is the intersection over all blocks C of PV
of Regression-determining(ΦC,α).
The key subroutines Regress-policy and Regress-action compute factored state-space
partitions identical to those computed by the I operator (see Section 4.2) under the
following assumptions: first, the only actions available are those under consideration
(either the single action specified for Regress-action, or the actions specified by the
policy for Regress-policy); and second, to improve effectiveness and stay within the
decision-tree representation, all block-splitting is done with the structural split operation
R-SPLIT. Regress-policy also forcibly splits apart states that select different actions,
even if those actions behave identically (see the line QV,π .Tree = π .Tree in Regress-
policy).
To formalize these ideas, we need a method of enforcing the first assumption concerning
the available actions. For a fixed policy π and MDP M , we define the π -restricted MDP
Mπ to be the MDP M modified to have only one action that at each state q has the same
transition behavior as π(q) in M . To model the restriction to a single action α in Regress-
action, we consider the policy πα that maps every state to action α, and then use Mπα to
restrict to that single action everywhere.
We now define IR-SPLIT(P ) to be the partition returned by partition improvement using
R-SPLIT for splitting, so we can state the following results describing Regress-action and
Regress-policy.
Lemma 16.2. Given action α and value function V , Regress-action(V ,α) on MDP M
intersected with V .tree gives the partition computed by IR-SPLIT(V .Tree) on MDP Mπα .
Lemma 16.3. Given policy π and value function V , Regress-policy(V ,π) on MDP M
intersected with V.tree gives the partition computed by IR-SPLIT(V .Tree) on MDP Mπ
intersected with π.Tree.
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PRegress(V, a) SSA(π)
If (V.Tree = single leaf)
P.Tree = single leaf (represents {Q})




For each xi in Val(x)
Vxi = SubTree(V, xi)
Pxi = PRegress(Vxi, a)
Split each block B in Px.Tree by:
T =⋂Trees({Pxi|Pr(xi in
Px|a.Label(B))>0})
Px.Tree = Replace(B, T.Tree, Px.Tree)
Maintain Px.Label as set of distributions
over single fluent values
Return Px
Regress-action(V, a)
PV,a = PRegress(V, a)
QV,a.Tree =⋂Trees({R,PV,a })
Label each block of QV,a.Tree by computing




For each action a
QV,a = Regress-action(V, a)
For each block B of π.Tree
a = π.Label(B)
QV,π.Tree = Replace(B, QV,a.Tree, QV,π.Tree)
Label new blocks of QV,π from QV,a.Label
Return QV,π
V0,π = R, k = 0
Until (similar(Vk,π, Vk−1,π ))
Vk+1,π = Regress-policy(Vk,π , π)
k = k+ 1
Return Vk,π
SPI(π ′)
While (π ′ = π)
π = π ′
Vπ = SSA(π)
For each action a
QVπ,a = Regress-action(Vπ, a)
π ′.Tree=⋂Trees({QVπ,a.Tree,
π ′.Tree})
π ′.Label = λ b.argmaxa(QVπ,a(b))
π ′ = Simplify-tree(π ′)
Return π and Vπ
SVI()
V0 = R, k = 0
Until (similar(Vk, Vk−1)
Vk+1.Tree = Vk.Tree












Return π and Vk
Fig. 11. Partial pseudo-code for the SSA, SPI, and SVI algorithms, following [9]. Boxed italicized comments refer
to omitted code. Mappings over the state space are represented with decision trees as labeled factored state-space
partitions—if M is such a mapping then M.Tree gives the partition description as a tree, M.Label gives the labeling
as a mapping from the blocks of M.Tree to the range of the mapping, and M(b) gives the value of mapping M
on any state i in block b (this value must be independent of i). Examples of such mappings are Q-functions
(Q), value functions (V), policies (π ), and factored MDP parameters (the reward function, R, and the effects
of action a on fluent x, Px|a). The function
⋂
Trees takes a set of trees and returns a decision tree representing
the intersection of the corresponding partitions. The function Replace(B, P1, P2) replaces block B in state-space
partition P2 with the blocks of B∩P1, returning the resulting partition (each partition is again represented as a
tree). Simplify-tree( ) repeatedly removes tests where all the branches lead to identical sub-trees.
Given a policy π , structured successive approximation (SSA) repeatedly applies
Regress-policy(·,π ) starting from the reward partition, until a fixed point is reached.
Noting that Regress-policy just computes IR-SPLIT, SSA is shown to compute the same
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partition of the state space as partition iteration on the π -restricted MDP using R-SPLIT,
starting from the π -induced partition of the state space.
Theorem 16. For any tree-represented MDP M and policy π , SSA(π) produces the same
resulting partition as partition iteration on Mπ using R-SPLIT starting from the partition
π .Tree.
We note that it follows from Theorem 11 that the resulting partition is a bisimulation, so
that traditional value computation methods can be used on the resulting aggregate model
to compute a factored value function for M .
Policy iteration requires the computation of values to select the policy at each iteration—
as a result, model reduction (which does not compute state values, but only aggregations)
cannot be viewed alone as performing policy iteration. Here we analyze structured policy
iteration as a combination of model reduction, traditional explicit-model techniques, and
tree simplification.
Each iteration of structured policy iteration improves the policy π in two steps,
analogous to explicit policy iteration: first, the policy π is evaluated using SSA, and then
an improved policy is found relative to π using “structured policy improvement” (which is
implemented by calls to
⋂
Trees and Simplify-tree in the pseudo-code). The first of these
steps is equivalent to model reduction on Mπ followed by traditional value iteration, as just
discussed, yielding a factored value function for π .
Given this value function Vπ , policy improvement is conducted as follows. The
central “for” loop in the SPI pseudo-code intersects the partitions returned by Regress-
action(Vπ,α) for the different actions α. Noting we have shown that Regress-action
computes the IR-SPLIT operation on the partition for Vπ in Mπα , we show here that this
“for” loop computes the IR-SPLIT operation for M itself. Once this operation is used to
compute the partition, policy improvement concludes by doing a greedy look-ahead to
compute the block labels (actions) and then simplifying the resulting tree.
Theorem 17. The policy improvement “for” loop in SPI computes IR-SPLIT(Vπ .Tree).
Therefore, each SPI iteration is equivalent to using model reduction and explicit value
iteration to evaluate the policy π , and then partition improvement (IR-SPLIT) followed by a
greedy look-ahead and tree-simplification to compute a new policy π . We note that this is
not the most natural way to use model reduction to perform policy iteration—that would
be to reduce the entire model to a reduced model using R-SPLIT, and then conduct explicit
policy iteration on the resulting reduced model. The trade-off between SPI and this more
direct approach is discussed at the beginning of Section 5: SPI benefits in many cases by
doing value computations that allow tree simplification, but model reduction is useful in
settings where the aggregation cannot depend on the model parameters but only the model
structure (i.e., the parameters may change).
To conclude our discussion of structured stochastic dynamic programming, we turn to
structured value iteration, or SVI. Perhaps, the most natural way to use model reduction
to perform value iteration would be to compute a reduced model (say using S-SPLIT) and
then perform explicit value iteration on that model. It turns out that SVI computes exactly
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this reduced model (while simultaneously performing value computations) if we omit the
tree simplification step (Simplify-tree). This can be seen by noting that the “for” loop in
SVI computes IR-SPLIT, just as the “for” loop in SPI does—in this case, SVI iterates this
computation starting from the reward function (using the “until” loop) until the reduced
model is computed,30 after which SVI is just performing standard value iteration on that
model. We conclude that, without tree simplification, SVI is essentially equivalent to model
reduction using R-SPLIT followed by value iteration. Adding tree simplification to SVI has
advantages and disadvantages similar to the tree simplification in SPI, as discussed above.
If desired, SVI with tree simplification can be modeled using partition improvement with
appropriate value function labeling alternated with tree simplification.
5.4. Partially observable MDPs
The simplest way of using model-reduction techniques to solve partially observable
MDPs (POMDPs) is to apply the model-minimization algorithm to the underlying fully
observable MDP using an initial partition that distinguishes on the basis of both reward
and observation model. The reduced model can then be solved using a standard POMDP
algorithm [11,33,39,43]. We conjecture that the factored POMDP algorithm described in
[4] can be analyzed using model reduction in a manner similar to the analysis of SVI
presented above.
5.5. SPUDD
More recent work improving structured dynamic programming, e.g., SPUDD [24], has
primarily been concerned with changing the underlying representation from decision trees
to decision diagrams. Since our algorithm is developed independently of the representation,
model reduction is well defined for partitions represented as decision diagrams—no
extension is needed. Rather than repeating all the analytic results shown above for
structured dynamic programming again, for decision diagrams, we instead note that similar
analytical results can be developed, comparing model minimization to SPUDD. We expect
that empirical comparisons similar to those shown below can be obtained as well, but we
do not yet have a decision diagram implementation.
6. Extensions and related work
6.1. Action equivalence for large action spaces
We have extended the notion of stochastic bisimilarity to include equivalence between
actions that behave identically [15]. Intuitively, two actions that have identical definitions
can be collapsed into one. More than this though, once a state space equivalence relation
has been selected, two actions that have different definitions may behave the same, once
30 We assume the “Similar(V,V ′)” test in SVI returns “false” if the corresponding partitions are different.
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groups of equivalent states are aggregated. We wish to define the partition of the action
space that results from a stochastic bisimulation using this intuition. Given an MDP
M = 〈Q,A,T ,R〉 and a relation E ⊆ Q × Q, we say that two actions α1 and α2 are
dynamically bisimilar with respect to E if for every two states i, j ∈ Q we have that
T (i,α1, j/E) = T (i,α2, j/E). Given this equivalence relation on actions, we can then
define a dynamic quotient MDP that aggregates both the state and action space. Given
an MDP M = 〈Q,A,T ,R〉 and a bisimulation E ⊆Q ×Q, the dynamic quotient MDP
M/(E,D), where D is the dynamic bisimilarity relation with respect to E, is defined
to be the machine 〈Q/E,A/D,T ′,R′〉 such that T ′(i/E,α/D, j/E)= T (i,α, j/E) and
R′(i/E) = R(i) where the choice of i and j does not affect T or R because E is a
bisimulation, and the choice of α does not affect T by the definition of D.
One approach to computing a dynamic quotient MDP is to first compute a stochastic
bisimulation and then compute the dynamic bisimilarity relation with respect to that
bisimulation. However, this approach fails to exploit the possible reductions in the action
space (by equivalence) during the construction of the stochastic bisimulation. Specifically,
the iterative construction of the stochastic bisimilarity relation described in this paper
requires, at each iteration, a computation for each action. If the action space can be grouped
into exponentially fewer equivalence classes of actions, this “per action” computation can
be replaced by a “per equivalence class of actions” computation, with possible exponential
time savings. All of this assumes we can cheaply compute the dynamic bisimilarity relation
D, which will depend entirely on the representation used for the MDP and the relation
E. We do not consider this issue here, but in [15] we present representations for MDPs
that allow the effective computation of dynamic bisimilarity for many MDPs, and give
an algorithm that exploits dynamic bisimilarity to achieve possibly exponential savings in
runtime (over that from model reduction alone).
6.2. Approximate model minimization
One of the foci of this paper has been to translate some of the efficiency of representing
an MDP in a compact form into efficiency in computing an optimal policy for that MDP.
The resulting computational savings can be explained in terms of finding a bisimulation
over the state space, and using the corresponding partition to induce a smaller MDP
that is equivalent to the original MDP in a well-defined sense. The reduced MDP states
correspond to groups of states from the original MDP that behave the same under all
policies, and thus the original and reduced MDP yield the same optimal policies and state
values. Despite reducing the MDP with this approach, the resulting minimal model in many
cases may still be exponentially larger than the original compact MDP representation—
implying that in some cases the computational cost of solving the reduced MDP is still
rather daunting.
One approach to overcoming this computational cost is to relax the definition of
equivalence on states. This relaxation can be done by allowing the aggregation of states
into the same “equivalence” class even though their transition probabilities to other blocks
are different, so long as they are approximately the same (i.e., within ε of each other, for
some parameter ε). We call the resulting partition an ε-stable partition—such a partition
generally induces an aggregate MDP that is much smaller than the exact minimal model.
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Use of this approach does have its drawbacks: the reduced model is not equivalent to the
original MDP, but only approximately equivalent. Solutions resulting from approximate
model minimization thus may not be optimal but will typically be approximately optimal.
For further information on how to carry out approximate model minimization/reduction
see [14].
6.3. Handling synchronic effects
We first extend our representation of a factored MDP M = 〈F,A,TF ,RF 〉 given in
Section 2.3 to represent synchronic effects (correlations between the effects of an action
on different fluents). We change only the definition of TF from our factored representation
without synchronic effects. As before, the state space Q is given by the set of state
fluents F . Following Bayesian belief network practice, the fluents F are now ordered
as f1, . . . , fn—the distribution describing the effects of an action on a fluent fi will
be allowed to depend on the post-action values of fluents fj for j less than i , and the
compactness of the resulting representation will in general depend heavily on the ordering
chosen.
We assume that a “parent” relationship is defined for the fluents, as in a Bayesian
network, such that for each fluent fi , Parents(fi,α) is a set of fluents earlier in the ordering
f1, . . . , fn such that the value of fi after taking action α is independent of the post-action
value of any other fluent fj , given post-action values for Parents(fi,α). We then define the
Ancestors(fi,α) to give the set of fluents that are transitively parents of fi for action α,
along with fi itself. The state-transition distribution of a factored MDP is now specified
by giving a factored partition TF (α,fi) of Q for each fluent fi and action α, where each
partition block is labeled with a factored joint probability distribution over Ancestors(fi,α)
giving the probability that each assignment to Ancestors(fi,α) will result when taking α
from the labeled block. The distributions TF (α,fi ) must obey a consistency constraint: for
each action α and fluents f and f ′ such that f ′ ∈ Parents(f,α), the distribution TF (α,f ′)
must be the same as the distribution TF (α,f ) marginalized to the fluents Ancestors(f ′).
One way to achieve this consistency is to represent each factored conditional probability
distribution as a product (as in a Bayesian network), such that the distribution for a fluent
includes every factor used in the product of any of that fluent’s parents31 (i.e., the Bayesian
network for fluent f contains the Bayesian networks for the parents of f ).
Given this representation for a synchronous-effect factored MDP, model reduction using
S-SPLIT, F-SPLIT, or FS-SPLIT can be carried out just as specified above. This is because
these split methods do not depend on the partition labels in the action descriptions, but only
on the partitions themselves. Exact splitting with SPLIT requires using the joint probability
distribution labels to combine blocks that are “coincidentally” alike after S-SPLIT. This
31 Conversion to this factored MDP representation from the more familiar (and very similar) dynamic Bayesian
networks with synchronous effects is straightforward [35], but may involve an exponential growth in size in
computing the required state-space partitions. It is possible to design a similar labeled-partition representation that
avoids this growth, but applying model minimization appears to require the exponentially larger representation.
The synchronous-effect methods presented in [9] also encounter exponential size growth when “summing out
post-action influences”.
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combination is similar in spirit to that described for the independent action effects case near
the end of Section 4.4, and we leave this generalization as an exercise for the reader. Model
reduction using R-SPLIT requires adding only an inference algorithm for determining
whether a joint probability distribution assigns a probability of zero to a given formula—
for the key case of distributions in chain-rule product form (i.e., like Bayesian networks)
and formulas that are conjunctions of literals, such algorithms are generally well known
(e.g., [41]).
6.4. Other related work
The basic idea of computing reduced equivalent models has its origins in automata
theory [22] and stochastic processes [27]. Our work can also be viewed as a stochastic
generalization of recent work in computer-aided verification via model checking [10,31].
In addition, the goals of our work are similar to goals of [17], which presents an online
learning method using a factored representation to learn about blocks of states, using a
regression operator similar to our block splitting operation.
The approximation of an optimal policy discussed in the last section is just one of many
approximation approaches. Boutilier and Dearden in [6] gives approximate versions of SPI
and SVI by sometimes allowing states with similar, but different, values to be aggregated
into the same leaf of a value-function tree. This additional aggregation is achieved by
pruning value trees, replacing sub-trees whose values differ by at most ε by leaves whose
label may be either an average value for the sub-tree or a range of values subsuming
all the values of the sub-tree. Koller and Parr in [28] propose a very different factored
value function representation—value functions are represented as a linear combination
of the factored value functions used here, and a policy iteration method is given for this
decomposed value function method. Note that this representation can assign exponentially
many different values over the state space with a polynomial-size decomposition, unlike
our labeled factored partitions or the more familiar decision-tree representations for value
functions. Large state spaces have also been dealt with approximately by trajectory
sampling in [26], and elsewhere.
7. Empirical investigation
We have explored the theory of model minimization; here we provide some data
on its performance on simple synthetic domains. We have constructed a non-optimized
implementation using DNF formulas to represent blocks—using S-SPLIT to construct a
reduced, equivalent model. We used this implementation to conduct experiments on the
Linear, Expon, and Coffee domains used in the previous evaluation of structured dynamic
programming [9], and compare the reduced-model sizes found by our technique to the size
of the value-function representation produced by structured dynamic programming (SVI,
in particular). We use the number of leaves in the decision-tree value function produced by
SVI as a measure of the size of the representation.
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We now briefly describe these domains.32 The Linear domains, Linear3 through
Linear9, have between three and nine ordered state fluents, respectively. For each state
fluent, the domain provides an action that sets that fluent to “true” while setting all fluents
later in the order to “false”. Reward is obtained only when all state fluents are “true”.
The Linear domains were designed to show the strengths of the structured-dynamic-
programming algorithms—due to our similarity to these approaches, we expected to see
good results on these domains. The Expon domains, Expon3 through Expon9, are similar
to the Linear domains, except that the action corresponding to each state fluent sets that
fluent to “true”, if all later fluents are “true”, and sets it “false” otherwise. (In either
case, as before, it sets all later fluents to “false”.) To reach reward, these actions must
be used to “count” through the binary representations of the states, so we expect every
state to behave uniquely. The Expon domains were designed to exploit the weaknesses of
structured dynamic programming, so, we expected little reduction in state space size.
The Coffee domain has six state fluents (has-user-coffee, has-robot-coffee, wet, raining,
have-umbrella, and location) and four actions (move, give-coffee, buy-coffee, and get-
umbrella). The move action has a 0.9 chance of moving the robot between the office and
store locations, with an 0.9 chance of getting the robot wet if it is raining, unless the robot
has the umbrella, which reduces that chance to 0.1. If the robot is in the office with coffee,
the give-coffee action has a 0.8 chance of giving the user coffee and an (independent) 0.9
chance of the robot losing the coffee. If the robot is at the store, give-coffee has a 0.8 chance
of the robot losing the coffee, with no chance of providing any to the user. Buy-coffee has
a 0.9 chance of getting the robot coffee, if the robot is in the store. Get-umbrella has a 0.9
chance of getting the robot the umbrella, when in the office. There is a large reward if the
user has coffee and a small one if the robot is not wet.
These domains are, of course, much smaller than what will typically be seen in real
applications, but they illustrate the range of possible results from our technique, and
allow for a comparison to other current approaches, in particular to structured dynamic
programming. The results obtained in our experiments are shown in Fig. 12, and are as
expected—the Linear domains show a linear increase in the size of the reduced model with
respect the number of variables (i.e., an exponential amount of compression), whereas the
Expon domains show no reduction in model size, and remain exponential in the number
of variables. Structured dynamic programming, specifically SVI, performs identically (on
both Linear and Expon domains), showing that we are indeed factoring that method into a
model-reduction phase, followed by any traditional solution technique.
The Coffee domain shows a substantial savings, with the reduced MDP being about a
third the size of the original, and very similar in size to the SVI-produced value function,
but not identical. The difference in the Coffee domain results from model-reduction
32 Complete details of the Coffee domain and some Linear and Expon domains can be found online
at http://www.cs.ubc.ca/spider/jhoey/spudd/spudd.html. Note that this website also contains some “factory”
domains. We do not include these domains in our tests because both our model reduction implementation
(using S-SPLIT) and the web-available SPUDD implementation are unable to solve them exactly in the available
memory. Approximation methods could be added to either approach in order to handle the factory domains,
however these approximation techniques will not be discussed further here. (We note that SPUDD has such
approximation built in, and can analyze the factory domains using it.)
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Domain #Of State # Of SVI Minimal Size Ratio
Fluents Space Size Leaves Model
Linear3 3 8 4 4 0.500
Linear4 4 16 5 5 0.313
Linear5 5 32 6 6 0.188
Linear6 6 64 7 7 0.110
Linear7 7 128 8 8 0.063
Linear8 8 256 9 9 0.036
Linear9 9 512 10 10 0.020
Expon3 3 8 8 8 1.000
Expon4 4 16 16 16 1.000
Expon5 5 32 32 32 1.000
Expon6 6 64 64 64 1.000
Expon7 7 128 128 128 1.000
Expon8 8 256 256 256 1.000
Expon9 9 512 512 512 1.000
Coffee 6 64 18 21 0.329
Fig. 12. Results from the experiments. For each domain, we give the name, number of fluents defining the state
space, number of states in state space, number of leaves in the value tree after running SVI, number of blocks in
the reduced model, and state-space compression ratio from aggregation using this reduced model, respectively.
refusing to aggregate states when they differ in the dynamics of any action, even a non-
optimal action. In this case, when the user has coffee and the robot is dry, the robot need
only avoid going outside to stay dry, so that no other state variables affect the value (just
has-user-coffee and wet). However, sub-optimal actions need to know more of the state to
determine the chance that the robot gets wet, e.g., whether it is raining—this results in four
states in the reduced model that correspond to one SVI value-function leaf.
Overall, these results are comparable to those obtained by structured dynamic
programming, which is expected since those algorithms can be viewed as a form of
model reduction. Further investigation into the use of model minimization and comparable
techniques in real applications is needed in order to verify what exactly are the drawbacks
of such approaches when applied in practice.
8. Conclusion
We present the method of model minimization for MDPs and its use in analyzing and
understanding existing algorithms. In order to develop this method of analysis we have
shown that equivalence notions used in concurrent process theory to compare processes
for equivalence have a direct application to the theory of MDPs. In particular, the notion
of a bisimulation between two processes (formalized above in a limited way as FSMs)
directly generalizes to a useful equivalence notion for MDP states. Moreover, concurrent
process theory provides theoretical tools that can be used to automatically compute
bisimulations between FSMs—these tools also immediately generalize to compute MDP
state equivalence. We also develop methods to carry out this computation for MDPs
represented in factored form. By adding a straightforward notion of action equivalence
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relative to a bisimulation, we can also use the notion of bisimulation to aggregate a large
action space. These methods also lend themselves naturally to approximation, as we have
discussed elsewhere in [14].
Appendix A
Lemma 4.1. The reflexive symmetric transitive closure of a stochastic bisimulation
between any two MDPs M = 〈Q,A,T ,R〉 and M ′ = 〈Q′,A,T ′,R′〉 restricted to Q×Q
is itself a stochastic bisimulation between M and itself.
Proof. Let E1 be a stochastic bisimulation between the MDPs M = 〈Q,A,T ,R〉 and
M ′ = 〈Q′,A,T ′,R′〉 and let E2 be the reflexive symmetric transitive closure of E1
restricted to Q×Q. We show that E2 is a stochastic bisimulation.
Consider i and j in Q such that E2(i, j). We note that the definition of E2 as the
reflexive symmetric transitive closure of E1 ensures that there is a (possibly empty) path of
arcs in E1, ignoring arc direction, from i to j . Likewise there must be a path of arcs in E1
between any two states in i/E2 or any two states in j/E2. A simple induction on the length
of an arbitrary path of E1 arcs shows that any two states related by such a path have the
same R (or R′) values, because E1(i ′, j ′) implies R(i ′)= R′(j ′). It follows that R(i/E2)
and R(j/E2) are well defined and equal, as desired in showing that E2 is a bisimulation.
To show the transition-model properties that imply that E2 is a bisimulation, we first
note that the sets i/E1 and i/E2 (and likewise j/E1 and j/E2) are identical by definition.
We must show that for any i ′ ∈ Q and j ′ ∈ Q such that E2(i ′, j ′), the block transition
probabilities T (i,α, i ′/E2) and T (j,α, j ′/E2) are equal. As just observed, it suffices to
show that T (i,α, i ′/E1) and T (j,α, j ′/E1) are equal. This follows by induction on the
sum of the length of the shortest E1 path from i ′ to j ′ and the length of the shortest E1
path from i to j (ignoring arc direction)—this induction iterates the fact that for any action
α, any x, x ′ ∈Q and y, y ′ ∈Q′, E1(x, y) andE1(x ′, y ′) together imply that T (x,α, x ′/E1)
and T ′(y,α, y ′/E1) are equal, since E1 is a bisimulation. ✷
Lemma 4.2. The union of two stochastic bisimulations between the same pair of MDPs is
also a stochastic bisimulation between those MDPs.
Proof. Let E1 and E2 be two stochastic bisimulations between the same pair of MDPs
M = 〈Q,A,T ,R〉 and M ′ = 〈Q′,A,T ′,R′〉 and let E be the union of those stochastic
bisimulations (i.e., the union of the sets of pairs of states related by those bisimulations).
We now show that E is a stochastic bisimulation. We write E∗ for the reflexive symmetric
transitive closure of E. Consider i ∈Q and j ∈Q′ such that E(i, j).
That R(i/E) and R′(j/E) are well defined and equal to each other is implied by the
following assertion. For any i ′ and j ′ in Q ∪ Q′ such that E∗(i ′, j ′),R′′(i ′) = R′′(j ′),
where R′′ is defined on Q ∪ Q′ by R on Q and by R′ on Q′. This assertion is shown
by induction on the length of the B-path between i ′ and j ′, iterating the fact that
either E1(i ′′, j ′′) or E2(i ′′, j ′′) implies R(i ′′) = R′(j ′′) because E1 and E2 are both
bisimulations.
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We now argue that E(i, j) and E(i ′, j ′) together imply that T (i,α, i ′/E) = T ′(j,α,
j ′/E), for i, i ′ ∈ Q and j, j ′ ∈ Q′. Without loss of generality, by symmetry, we assume
that E1(i, j). It is easy to show that the equivalence classes of E∗ are formed by unioning
sets of the form k/E1 for different k in Q∪Q′. Thus the class i ′/E is the disjoint union of
sets i ′1/E1, . . . , i ′n1/E1, and likewise j
′/E is the disjoint union of sets j ′1/E1, . . . , j ′n2/E1.
We now show how to select, for each block i ′m/E1, a corresponding block j ′m′/E1 such
that T (i,α, i ′m/E1)= T ′(j,α, j ′m′/E1), with no block j ′m′/E1 being selected twice; from
this we can conclude that T (i,α, i ′/E)  T ′(j,α, j ′/E). A symmetric argument then
shows T (i,α, i ′/E)  T ′(j,α, j ′/E), so we can conclude T (i,α, i ′/E) = T ′(j,α, j ′/E)
as desired. The block j ′
m′/E1 can be selected by finding any state j
′′ such that E1(i ′m, j ′′);
it is not hard to then show that the block j ′′/E must be j ′
m′/E1 for some m
′ but will not be
selected for any other m. ✷
Theorem 4. Stochastic bisimilarity restricted to the states of a single MDP is an
equivalence relation, and is itself a stochastic bisimulation from that MDP to itself.
Proof. First, we prove that there exists a maximal stochastic bisimulation from an MDP M
to itself—it follows that this relation is stochastic bisimilarity, which is thus a bisimulation.
Since there are only finitely many unique binary relations that can be defined over the
states of an MDP, we can enumerate those that are stochastic bisimulations on M as
B1, . . . ,Bm. We construct the maximal stochastic bisimulation in the following manner,
starting with E1 = B1, and takingEi = Ei−1∪Bi , this leads us to Em which is the maximal
stochastic bisimulation. In order to prove this, we need to show that Em contains all other
stochastic bisimulations, and that it is itself a stochastic bisimulation.Em contains all other
stochastic bisimulations, since it contains all the Bi by its construction. We show that Em
is a stochastic bisimulation by induction on the index. As a base case, E1 is a stochastic
bisimulation, since it is B1, which is a stochastic bisimulation. For the inductive case, the
union Ei−1 ∪Bi yields Ei , which is a stochastic bisimulation by Lemma 4.2.
All that remains to prove the theorem is to show that Em when restricted to the states
of a single MDP is an equivalence relation—this follows immediately from Lemma 4.1
because if the reflexive symmetric transitive closure of Em is a bisimulation it must be
contained in Em and thus must be Em. ✷
Theorem 5. Any stochastic bisimulation that is an equivalence relation is a refinement of
both optimal value equivalence and action sequence equivalence.
Proof. Throughout this proof we will use states i and j as stochastically bisimilar states
from an MDP M = 〈Q,A,T ,R〉. We show optimal value equivalence of i and j by
showing, using induction on m, that i and j have the same optimal discounted value at
every finite horizon m. We define m-horizon optimal discounted value function in the









where γ is the discount factor, and we take v−1(s) to be 0 for all states s.
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For the base case take m = 0. In this case the value function for any state is just the
reward for that state, v0(s) = R(s). Since states i and j are stochastically bisimilar we
know that R(i)= R(j), and so that v0(i)= v0(j), as desired. For the inductive case, we








Let E be stochastic bisimilarity. Using the induction hypothesis, we have for any action α,
























Since for any state s, vm(s)=maxα qm(s,α), it follows that vm(i)= vm(j), as desired.
We now show that i and j are action-sequence equivalent by induction on the length m
of the action sequence—we show that for any action sequence α1, . . . , αm, the distribution
over sequences of rewards attained by following α1, . . . , αm is the same for i and j . We
take φs,m(!α) to be a random variable ranging over reward sequences of length m, with the
distribution generated from starting state s following action sequence !α.
For the base case, we take m= 0 and consider the empty sequence ε of actions. Here,
the reward sequence φs,0(ε) is deterministically the empty sequence—implying that φi,0(ε)
and φj,0(ε) have identical distributions as desired.
For the inductive case, consider action sequence !α = α1, . . . , αm. We note that for any








φb,m−1(α2, . . . , αm)= r2, . . . , rm
)
,
where φb,n(!α) is defined to be φs,n(!α) for some state s ∈ b, and the choice of s does not
affect the value of φb,n(!α) for n < m by the induction hypothesis. We apply this equation
for s equal to i and for s equal to j , and show that the right-hand sides are equal in the two
cases. First, we note that the probability that φs,1(α1) equals r1 in the above equation
is either zero or one, depending on whether R(s) is r1, and that R(i) = R(j) since i
and j are stochastically bisimilar. Then, the fact that T (i,α1, b) = T (j,α1, b) for each
block b (because E is a bisimulation) gives Pr(φi,m(!α) = r1, . . . , rm) = Pr(φj,m(!α) =
r1, . . . , rm), concluding the inductive case. Thus, stochastic bisimilarity refines action-
sequence equivalence. ✷
33 Our use of the standard terminology “Q-function” does not imply any connection to the state space Q.
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Theorem 6. The reflexive, symmetric, transitive closure of any stochastic bisimulation from
MDP M = 〈Q,A,T ,R〉 to any MDP, restricted to Q × Q, is an equivalence relation
E ⊆Q×Q that is a stochastic bisimulation from M to M .
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 4.1, along with the fact that restricting an
equivalence relation to a sub-domain preserves the equivalence relation property. ✷
Theorem 7. Given an MDP M = 〈Q,A,T ,R〉 and an equivalence relation E ⊆Q×Q
that is a stochastic bisimulation, each state i in Q is stochastically bisimilar to the state
i/E in M/E. Moreover, any optimal policy of M/E induces an optimal policy in the
original MDP.
Proof. Let M/E = 〈Q/E,A,T ′,R′〉. First we prove that any i ∈ Q is stochastically
bisimilar to i/E in M/E. Let Z be the relation over Q × Q/E that contains only the
pairs (i, i/E) for each i ∈Q. We show Z is a stochastic bisimulation from M to M/E.
Select i ∈ Q and j ∈ Q/E such that Z(i, j). We note that i/Z equals both i/E and
j , and that j/Z is the set {j }. It follows that the rewards R(i/Z) and R′(j/Z) are well
defined and equal, since E is a stochastic bisimulation. Now select action α ∈ A, state
i ′ ∈Q and state j ′ ∈Q/E such that Z(i ′, j ′). Noting that T (i,α, i ′/Z)= T (i,α, i ′/E)=
T ′(i/E,α, i ′/E) = T ′(j,α, j ′) = T ′(j,α, j ′/Z), we conclude Z is a bisimulation and
therefore that i and i/E are stochastically bisimilar.
As above in the proof of Theorem 5, define the Q-value for any state s and action α by
giving q(s,α) as the sum of R(s) and γ
∑
k∈Q[T (s,α, k)v∗(k)]. We now show that any
optimal action for state i/E in Q/E is an optimal action for state i in Q. To show this, we
show that the Q-value for arbitrary action α in state i/E is the same as the Q-value for α
in state i . We conclude











T (i,α, s)v∗(s)= q(i, α) in M.
The second line follows via the definition of , with for R′ and T ′, and the third line via the
definition of block transition probability and the equality of values within a block (implicit
in the proof of Theorem 5). This Q-value equivalence yields our theorem. ✷
Lemma 8.1. Given equivalence relationE onQ and states p and q such that T (p,α,C) =
T (q,α,C) for some action α and block C of E, p and q are not related by any stochastic
bisimulation refining E.
Proof. Suppose not. LetB andC denote blocks of the partition ofQ induced byE, let α be
any action inA, and let p and q denote states in blockB such that T (p,α,C) = T (q,α,C).
Let E′ be a stochastic bisimulation refining E such that p and q are in the same block
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in E′. Let {C1, . . . ,Ck} be the set of blocks in E′ that refine C. Because E′ is a stochastic
bisimulation, for each block D in E′, T (p,α,D)= T (q,α,D). Summing this fact over all







T (q,α,Ci)= T (q,α,C). ✷
Corollary 8.2. Let E be an equivalence relation on Q,B a block in E, and C a union
of blocks from E. Every bisimulation on Q that refines E is a refinement of the partition
SPLIT(B,C,E).
Proof. Let E be an equivalence relation on Q,B a block in E, and C be the union
of blocks C1 thru Cn from E. Let E′ be a stochastic bisimulation that refines E. Note
that SPLIT(B,C,E) will only split states i and j if either R(i) = R(j) or T (i,α,C) =
T (j,α,C), by definition. But if R(i) = R(j) then i/E′ = j/E′ since E′ is a stochastic
bisimulation. And if T (i,α,C) = T (j,α,C), then there must be some k such that
T (i,α,Ck) = T (j,α,Ck), because for any state s, T (s,α,C) = ∑1mn T (s,α,Cm).
Therefore, we can conclude by Lemma 8.1 that i/E′ = j/E′. ✷
Theorem 8. Partition iteration and model minimization both compute stochastic bisimilar-
ity.
Proof. Partition iteration and model minimization both terminate with a partition P for
which SPLIT(B,C,P )= P for any blocks B and C in P . SPLIT(B,C,P ) will split any
block B containing a pair of states i and j for which either R(i) = R(j) or T (i,α,C) =
T (j,α,C). So any partition returned by partition iteration or model minimization must
be a stochastic bisimulation. Since both model minimization and partition iteration start
from the trivial {Q} partition, and each only refines the partition by applying the SPLIT
operator to blocks in the partition, we can conclude by Corollary 8.2 that each partition
encountered, including the resulting partition, must contain stochastic bisimilarity. The
resulting partition, being a stochastic bisimulation, must be stochastic bisimilarity. ✷
Theorem 9. Model reduction returns a stochastic bisimulation.
Proof. Since model reduction always splits at least as much as model minimization, due to
the definition of stability, it must be the case that the partition returned by model reduction
is a refinement of the partition returned by the model minimization algorithm, i.e.,
stochastic bisimilarity according to Theorem 8. Any such relation has the reward properties
required of stochastic bisimulations. The transition-model properties follow immediately
from the stability of all blocks in the resulting partition, which is a consequence of the exit
test of the final “while” loop in the algorithm. ✷
Corollary 9.1. The optimal policy for the quotient model produced by model reduction
induces an optimal policy for the original MDP.
Proof. Follows directly from Theorems 7 and 9. ✷
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in Section 2.3.2, representing a factored MDP as discussed in Section 2.3.3.
Theorem 10. The bounded-size model-minimization problem is NP-hard.
Proof. We proceed by reducing 3CNF satisfiability34 to the bounded-size model mini-
mization problem. Let F be a formula in 3CNF involving n variables X1, . . . ,Xn and m
clauses, with Lj,i denoting the j th literal in the ith clause, for 1  j  3 and 1  i m;
every literal is of the form Xp or ¬Xp for some 1  p  n.
We construct a factored MDP M for use in minimization as follows. The set of fluents
factoring the state-space is the union of {Xp | 1  p  n} and {Ci | 1 i m} where the
Xp are called variable fluents, and the Ci are called clause fluents and will be associated
by construction with the clauses in F . Below we often refer to the nXp fluents (and the
corresponding n variables in F ) indirectly by referring to the 3m literals Lj,i . We now
describe the reward and state-transition functions, which are shown in Fig. 13. There is
only one action in M . The single action is only capable of changing the truth value of the
Ci fluents—fluent Ci is set to be true if one of the Lj,i is true, otherwise Ci retains its
previous value. So, after its first application, the action is a no-op, since it deterministically
sets the Ci values according to the Lj,i values, which do not change. There are three
possible rewards, 1, −1, and 0, which are associated, respectively, with the block of states
where all of the Ci are true, the block where all the Ci are false, and the remaining block.
Each state in the MDP M specifies values for all the Xp and Ci variables. As a result,
each state can be viewed as specifying a truth-assignment to the Lj,i variables, i.e., a
potential model for the formula F given as input to the satisfiability problem. Each state,
also specifies values for the Ci variables. It is important to note that there is one state in
the state space for each way of setting all the Xp and Ci variables. Suppose the formula
F is satisfiable. Consider a state setting all Ci variables false, and setting the Xp variables
according to a satisfying assignment for F . Observe that there will be an action transition
in the MDP from this state to a state where all the Ci variables are true. If the formula F
is not satisfiable, then there will be no state where such a transition is possible. We now
34 The 3CNF formula is a non-empty set of clauses, each a disjunction of exactly three literals.
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F = (L1,1 ∨L2,1 ∨L3,1)∧ · · · ∧ (L1,m ∨L2,m ∨L3,m)
G= (L1,1 ∨L2,1 ∨L3,1)∨ · · · ∨ (L1,m ∨L2,m ∨L3,m)
H = (L1,1 ∨L2,1 ∨L3,1 ∨C1)∧ · · · ∧ (L1,m ∨L2,m ∨L3,m ∨Cm)
C = C1 ∧ · · · ∧Cm
U =¬C1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬Cm
Fig. 15. Formulas for describing the partitions used in the 3CNF reduction. Including the original formula F .
analyze the minimal model of the MDP M , and leverage these observations to determine
the satisfiability of F from only the number of blocks in the minimal model—specifically,
from whether or not there is a block where all Ci variables are false from which there is a
transition possible to a block where all Ci variables are true.
Fig. 15 shows several formulas that will be useful in describing the minimal model for
M . Using these formulas, the reward function can be described by labeling the partition
{C,U,¬C ∧¬U}—this partition is the result of I ({Q}), and is shown in square boxes in
Fig. 14. Model minimization will start with and further refine this partition, as discussed
below. The formula F is satisfiable if and only if there is a path35 from some state in the
block U to the block C, which is true if and only if the sub-block U ∧ F is non-empty.
The numbered oval blocks in Fig. 14 shows the final partition resulting from model
minimization, except that some of the oval blocks shown may in fact be empty. To check
that this partition is in fact stochastic bisimilarity on M , note the following: the blocks
have uniform and well-defined rewards (see the square blocks); the transitions shown are
deterministic and uniform within each block; and any two states in different blocks differ
either on their immediate reward or on their reward at the next state.
35 We note that the “path” here will always be of length one due to the dynamics of our action.
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Once an appropriate k for the bounded-size model minimization problem is selected,
the problem will be answered “yes” if and only if the block U ∧F (block 2) is non-empty,
and thus if and only if F is satisfiable, as desired. Selecting an appropriate k to achieve
this property requires our reduction to determine which blocks in Fig. 14 are non-empty.
We note that block 1 is always non-empty, and non-emptiness for block 2 implies non-
emptiness for block 3 (simply set the Lj,i to satisfy F and set some but not all Cj to get
a member of block 3)—therefore checking whether all three of blocks 1 through 3 are
non-empty is sufficient. Thus the appropriate value of k is β + 3 where β is the number
of non-empty blocks among blocks 4, 5, and 6. It remains to show that non-emptiness of
blocks 4, 5, and 6 can be determined in polynomial time, by analysis of F .
We note that the validity of F can easily be checked: F is valid if and only if every
clause C in F there exists a literal L such that both L and ¬L appear in C. If F is valid,
then H is also valid, and then blocks 4, 5, and 6 are all empty. If F is not valid, then
¬F is satisfiable, implying the existence of at least one clause r in F that is falsifiable.
The assignment to the Xi fluents that makes r false extended with all the Ci fluents true
except Cr will be a member of block 6, and thus block 6 is non-empty when F is not
valid. The formula ¬F ∧G is satisfiable if and only if ¬F is satisfiable and has at least
two clauses that do not share all their literals—this provides an emptiness test of block 5,
as U can always be satisfied independently of F and G. The formula ¬G is satisfiable if
and only if no variable appears in F in both positive and negative form. Since ¬G implies
¬F , determining the satisfiability of ¬G determines the emptiness block 4. All of these
emptiness determinations can be made in polynomial time in the size of F . ✷
Lemma 11.1. Given equivalence relation E on Q, block B in E, block C a union of any
non-empty set of blocks in E, and states p and q in B , if p and q do not fall in the same
block of S-SPLIT(B,C,E) then p and q are not related in any fluentwise-stable partition
refining E.
Proof. Suppose p and q are in different blocks of S-SPLIT(B,C,E). This implies that p
and q fall into different blocks of TF (α,f ) for some action α and fluent f , where f is
necessary to describe the block C. This implies that there are two states that differ only
on their value of f , one that is in block C, and one that is not. Furthermore, any partition
that distinguishes between these states, including any refinement of C, must also use f to
do so. Any refinement of E contains a refinement of C, since E contains a refinement of
C. Thus, the fluent f is necessary to describe at least one block in any refinement of E.
It follows that p and q , being in different blocks of TF (α,f ) for some action α, cannot
belong to the same block of any fluentwise stable refinement of E. ✷
Theorem 11. Given a partition P , there is a unique coarsest fluentwise-stable stochastic
bisimulation refining P . Iterating S-SPLIT using model reduction or partition iteration
starting from P computes this bisimulation regardless of the order of block splitting.
Proof. The existence of a coarsest fluentwise-stable stochastic bisimulation refining P is
guaranteed since the partition {{q} | q ∈Q} is a fluentwise-stable stochastic bisimulation
refining P , and there are only finitely many partitions. Uniqueness of the coarsest such
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partition is proven by contradiction. Assume two distinct partitions E1 and E2 are both
coarsest fluentwise-stable stochastic bisimulations refining P . Construct the new partition
E refining P that equates any two states equated by either E1 or E2, as follows: E
is the symmetric transitive closure of E1 union E2, where the partitions are viewed
as equivalence relations represented as sets of pairs. We note that this partition E is a
coarsening of both E1 and E2 and thus any fluent necessary to represent any block in E
must be necessary to represent at least one block E1 and at least one block in E2 (see
proof of Lemma 11.1). This ensures that any two states related by either E1 or E2 must be
in the same block of TF (α,f ) for any fluent required to define a block of E—since any
such fluent is required to define a block of E1 and a block of E2, and both E1 and E2 are
fluentwise stable. Then a simple induction shows that since any two states related by E are
connected by a path made from E1/E2 arcs (i.e., a path of arcs drawn from E1 union E2),
any two such states must be in the same block of TF (α,f ) for any fluent required to define
a block of E. So E is fluentwise stable. Also, by Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2, E must be a
stochastic bisimulation. Therefore, E is a fluentwise-stable, stochastic bisimulation that is
a coarsening of both E1 and E2, contradicting our assumption.
That iterating S-SPLIT using model reduction or partition iteration finds the coarsest
fluentwise stable stochastic bisimulation follows directly from Lemma 11.1. ✷
Lemma 12.1. Given equivalence relation E on Q, block B in E, action α, and states p
and q in B , if p and q do not fall in the same block of FS-SPLIT(B,C,E), where C is
the union of any set of blocks in E, then p and q are not related in any fluentwise stable
partition refining E that is also fluentwise representable.
Proof. First we note that S-SPLIT(B,C,E) is a coarsening of the unique coarsest
fluentwise-stable partitionE′ refiningE (by Lemma 11.1). It follows that any fluent needed
to represent S-SPLIT(B,C,E) is also needed to represent E′. FS-SPLIT(B,C,E) is the
fluentwise partition given by the set of fluents required to represent S-SPLIT(B,C,E), and
thus must be a coarsening of any fluentwise partition including all the fluents needed to
represent E′. But any representation of any fluentwise-stable partition refining E must use
all the fluents needed in every representation of E′, since E′ is the coarsest such partition.
So any fluentwise representation of a fluentwise-stable refinement of E must include all
the fluents used in FS-SPLIT(B,C,E), and thus must separate p and q , as desired. ✷
Theorem 12. Given a partition P , there is a unique coarsest stochastic bisimulation
refining P even under the restriction that the partition be both fluentwise stable and
fluentwise representable. Iterating FS-SPLIT using model reduction or partition iteration
starting from P computes this bisimulation regardless of the order of block splitting.
Proof. Let E be the unique coarsest fluentwise-stable stochastic bisimulation refining
P , which we know exists, by Theorem 11. The fluentwise-representable partition E′
containing just those fluents required for representing E is a fluentwise-stable partition
that is fluentwise representable—this follows because E′ refines E without requiring any
new fluents for representation. Since our choice of E guarantees that every fluentwise-
stable partition refines E, every fluent needed to represent E is needed to represent
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any fluentwise-stable partition; therefore all such fluents must be included in any
fluentwise representation of any fluentwise-stable partition. Thus E′ is a unique coarsest
fluentwise stable stochastic bisimulation even under the restriction that it also be fluentwise
representable. That iterating FS-SPLIT, using either model reduction or partition iteration,
yields this partition follows directly from Lemma 12.1. ✷
Lemma 13.1. Suppose we are given an equivalence relation E on Q, where the blocks of
both E and the partitions representing the factored MDP are represented as conjunctions
of literals. Then, any states p and q that do not fall in the same block of IR-SPLIT(E) are
not in the same block of any regression-stable partition refining E.
Proof. Supposep and q fall into different blocks of IR-SPLIT(B,C,E). By the definition of
R-SPLIT, p and q must fall into different blocks of TF (α,f ) for some action α and fluent
f necessary to describe some block C of E and either p or q must be in the regression
region of C. Without loss of generality, let p be in the regression region of C. Consider a
regression-stable refinement E′ of E—we show that p and q fall into different blocks of
E′. Since p is in the regression region ofC,p must be in the regression region of some sub-
block C′ of C in E′. Furthermore, because C is represented as a conjunction of literals,
every fluent required to describe block C must be required to describe any sub-block of
C—in particular, the fluent f is required to describe the block C′. Now we have that p
is in the regression region of C′, description of which requires the fluent f (for which p
and q fall into different blocks of TF (α,f )). It follows that p and q must be separated
by R-SPLIT(B ′,C′,E′) for any block B ′ of E′ containing both p and q; thus, there can
be no such B ′ in the regression-stable E′, and p and q fall into different blocks in E′, as
desired. ✷
Theorem 13. Given a partition P , there exists a unique coarsest regression-stable
stochastic bisimulation refining P .
Proof. The existence of a coarsest regression-stable stochastic bisimulation refining P is
guaranteed since the partition {{q} | q ∈Q} is a regression-stable stochastic bisimulation
refining P , and there are only finitely many partitions. Suppose for contradiction that two
distinct partitions E1 and E2 are both coarsest regression-stable stochastic bisimulations
refining P . Construct the new partition E refining P that equates any two states equated by
either E1 or E2, as follows: E is the symmetric transitive closure of E1 union E2, where
the partitions are viewed as equivalence relations represented as sets of pairs. We note that
this partitionE is a coarsening of bothE1 andE2 and thus any fluent necessary to represent
any block in E must be necessary to represent at least one block E1 and at least one block
in E2 (see proof of Lemma 11.1). This ensures that any two states related by either E1
or E2 must be in the same block of TF (α,f ) for any fluent required to define any block
of E containing either state in its regression region—since any such fluent is required to
define such a block of E1 and such a block of E2 and both E1 and E2 are regression stable.
But then a simple induction shows that since any two states related by E are connected
by a path of E1/E2 arcs, any two such states must be in the same block of TF (α,f )
for any fluent required to define any block of E containing either state in its regression
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region. So E is regression stable. In addition, by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, E must also be a
stochastic bisimulation. Therefore, E is a regression-stable stochastic bisimulation that is
a coarsening of both E1 and E2, which contradicts our assumption. ✷
Lemma 14.1. Given a non-empty block B represented by a conjunction of literals Φ , each
fluent f is mentioned in Φ if and only if f appears in every formula describing B .
Proof. (If) If f appears in every formula describing block B , then since Φ describes B,Φ
must mention f .
(Only if) Since Φ describes a non-empty block B it follows that Φ is satisfiable. Let
v be a truth assignment to all the fluents such that v satisfies Φ , and let v′ be v with the
value of fluent f negated for some fluent f appearing in Φ . Since Φ describes B and is
a conjunction of literals that mentions f , we know that v′ is not in block B . Furthermore,
since both v and v′ satisfy all the same formulas that do not contain f , but B contains v
and not v′, any description of B must contain f . ✷
Lemma 14.2. If every block in a partition P is representable with a conjunction of literals,
every block of IR-SPLIT(P ) is also so representable, under the assumption that the blocks
in the partitions describing the MDP are also so representable.
Proof. Let C be a block of states. We define the “required fluents” of C, Req-Fluents(C),
to be the set of fluents that are mentioned in every DNF block formula that describes block
C. We define Determines(C) to be the intersection of the TF partitions for each F ∈ Req-
Fluents(C). Note that any partition of the form Determines(·) is made up only of blocks
representable by conjunctions of literals (given our assumptions about the MDP).
Let Regress(C) to be the partition Determines(C) modified so that any blocks B such
that T (B,α,C)= 0 for every action α are aggregated into a single block. Let S be a set of
blocks. We use Determines(S) and Regress(S) to denote the intersection over members e of
S of Determines(e) and Regress(e), respectively. Let s be a state. We define Reachable(s)
to be the set of blocks C of P such that T (s,α,C) = 0. For any block B , let Reachable(B)
is the set of all blocks C such that some state s in B has T (s,α,C) = 0. We prove that
Regress(P ) intersected with P and R is the same partition as IR-SPLIT(P ), and that every
block B of Regress(P ) is an element of Determines(Reachable(B)). Thus, any block of
IR-SPLIT(P ) can be represented as a conjunction of literals, since it is the intersection of
blocks from P,R, and a Determines(·) partition, where each block is representable as a
conjunction of literals.
We now show that Regress(P ) intersected with P and R is the same partition as
IR-SPLIT(P ). Let s and t be states from the same block of Regress(P ) ∩ P ∩ R. Since
s and t are in the same block of P , to be in different blocks of IR-SPLIT(P ) they must fall
in different blocks of some call to R-SPLIT(B ′,C,P ) for some C in P where s and t are
both in B ′. States s and t are in different blocks of R-SPLIT(B ′,C,P ) only if either s
and t have different reward or are in different blocks of TF for some F in Req-Fluents(C)
and either s or t has a non-zero probability of transitioning to C. Since s and t are in the
same block of R they must have the same reward, and since they are in the same block of
Regress(C) they must either both have zero probability of transition to C or be in the same
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block of TF for all F in Req-Fluents(C). So, s and t are in the same block of IR-SPLIT(P ),
and thus that Regress(P ) intersected with P and R refines IR-SPLIT(P ).
Now consider s and t from the same block B of IR-SPLIT(P ). Since IR-SPLIT(P ) always
refines both P and R, s and t must be the same blocks of P and R. We know that block B
is not split by any call of the form R-SPLIT(B,C,P ) for any C ∈ P , implying that either
T (B,α,C) = 0 for all α or every state in B falls in the same block of T F for all F in
Req-Fluents(C). Since s and t are both in B , they must be in the same block of Regress(C)
for any C ∈ P , and therefore in the same block of Regress(P ), Being in the same blocks of
the partitions Regress(P ),P , and R means s and t are in the same block of the intersection
of those partitions and thus IR-SPLIT(P ) refines Regress(P ) intersected with P and R.
Since Regress(P ) intersected with P and R refines IR-SPLIT(P ) and IR-SPLIT(P ) refines
Regress(P ) intersected with P and R they must be the same partition.
It remains to show that any block B of Regress(P ) is an element of Determines(Reach-
able(B)). Consider states s and t in B of Regress(P ). For all blocks C of P, s and t are
in the same block of Regress(C). So, by definition of Regress(C), whenever T (B,α,C) >
0, s and t are in the same block of Determines(C). The set of blocks C from P where
T (B,α,C) > 0 is just Reachable(B), so s and t are in the same block, called B ′, of
Determines(Reachable(B)). So, block B refines a block of Determines(Reachable(B)).
We now consider state s′ ∈ B ′ and show that s′ ∈ B , to conclude that B ′ = B ,
completing our proof. We consider any state s inB , and show that s and s′ fall into the same
block of Regress(C) for every block C of P . It suffices to show that Reachable(s) equals
Reachable(s′) and that s and s′ fall into the same block of TF for any F in Req-Fluents(C)
for C in Reachable(s). Consider C in Reachable(s). Note that any such C is a member of
Reachable(B) and our choice of B ′ as the block of Determines(Reachable(B)) containing
B implies that s′ and s are in the same block of TF for all fluents in Req-Fluents(C). It
remains to show that Reachable(s) equals Reachable(s′).
As just argued, s and s′ fall into the same block of TF for any fluent F in Req-Fluents(C)
for any C in Reachable(s). This implies that Reachable(s) is a subset of Reachable(s′).
The fact that Reachable(s′) is a subset of Reachable(s) can be argued as follows. As just
shown, s and s′ fall in the same block of TF for any F in Req-Fluents(C) for any C in
Reachable(B). This implies that the transition probability from s or s′ to any such C is
the same. But since these probabilities must sum to one (because s can only reach blocks
C that are reachable from B , as s is in B), s′ cannot transition to any block C′ not in
Reachable(B), and hence Reachable(s′) is a subset of Reachable(s), as desired. ✷
Theorem 14. Let M be a factored MDP with all partition blocks represented as
conjunctions of literals. Given a starting partition P also so represented, iterating
R-SPLIT using partition iteration computes the coarsest regression-stable stochastic
bisimulation refining P , regardless of the order in which blocks are selected for splitting.
Proof. Lemma 14.2 implies that every block in the partition resulting from the application
of the IR-SPLIT operation has a formula that is a conjunction of literals. Lemma 13.1 then
implies that iterating IR-SPLIT using partition iteration returns the coarsest regression-stable
stochastic bisimulation, which by Theorem 13 is unique. ✷
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Lemma 15.1. Given a fluentwise partition P and a minimal tree-represented factored MDP
M , the partition computed by Add-relevant(P ) is the partition IFS-SPLIT(P ).
Proof. Let P ′ be the fluentwise partition returned by Add-relevant. Partition P ′ is
fluentwise representable. Also, P ′ is a refinement of P since P ′ (as a set of fluents) contains
P . We define fluentwise stability with respect to a partition to mean fluentwise stability
with respect to every block of that partition. Below we show that any fluentwise partition
omitting any fluent in P ′ is not fluentwise stable with respect to P , and that P ′ is fluentwise
stable with respect to P . Thus, P ′ is the coarsest fluentwise-representable partition refining
P that is fluentwise stable with respect to P , i.e., IFS-SPLIT(P ), as desired.
For a partition to be fluentwise stable with respect to a fluent means that every pair
of states in the same block of the partition must have the same probability distribution
over that fluent for every action. If a fluent f ′ is tested in a minimal tree representation
of the effect of some action α on some fluent f then any fluentwise partition omitting f ′
is not fluentwise stable with respect to f ; two states differing only on f ′ must differ in
their probability of setting f when taking α. To be fluentwise stable with respect to P , a
partition must be stable with respect to all the fluents in P (as a set of fluents), because
describing any block in P with a formula requires all fluents in P . It follows that Add-
relevant constructs P ′ by adding to P only those fluents that cannot be omitted from a
partition that is fluentwise stable with respect to P , as desired.
The independence assumptions implicit in the factored representation of the MDP M
ensure that any fluent f ′ not mentioned in the tree for action α and fluent f has no effect
on the probability of setting f when taking α. Specifically, states differing only on f ′ have
the same probability of setting f when taking α. Partition P ′ contains every fluent in any
tree defining the effect of any action on any fluent in P , so that two states in the same block
can only differ on fluents not mentioned in any such tree. It follows that any two states in
the same block of P ′ have the same probability of setting any fluent in P , and thus that P ′
is fluentwise stable with respect to P . ✷
Theorem 15. Given a minimal tree-represented MDP, model reduction using FS-SPLIT
yields the same partition that state-space abstraction yields, and does so in polynomial-
time in the MDP representation size.
Proof. Since state space abstraction iterates Add-relevant starting with the fluentwise
partition Fluents(R) until convergence, it follows directly from 0 that state-space
abstraction and iterating FS-SPLIT starting with Fluents(R) find the same partition.
A simple analysis of partition iteration shows that the first iteration returns Fluents(R)
when using FS-SPLIT. Theorem 12 then implies that model reduction using FS-SPLIT
and state space abstraction yield the same partition.
We now show the polynomial-time complexity claim. To obtain this complexity,
the basic method must be optimized to make only the linearly many FS-SPLIT calls
described below, avoiding unnecessary calls, as follows. When the partition P is fluentwise
represented, the partition P ′ = FS-SPLIT(B,C,P ) does not depend on the choice of B
or C from P because the same set of fluents are used in every block formula. Thus, P ′
will not be further split by calls of the form FS-SPLIT(B ′,C,P ′), where B ′ is a block of
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P ′ and C is a block of P . This observation implies that partition iteration can compute
IFS-SPLIT(P ) with only one call to FS-SPLIT(B,C,P ), using any blocks B and C in the
partition P . We further note that each call to FS-SPLIT increases the number of fluents
in the partition representation, except the last call, which does not change the partition.
Thus only linearly many calls to FS-SPLIT can be made during partition iteration. We can
conclude that partition iteration terminates in polynomial time, by showing that each call
to FS-SPLIT terminates in polynomial time.
Consider the call FS-SPLIT(B,C,P ), where B and C are blocks of P , and P is a
fluentwise-represented partition. Every fluent in the set defining P is present in every DNF
formula defining any block of P . So, for any choice of B and C, the resulting partition
must be fluentwise partition represented by the set of fluents that appear anywhere in the
trees defining the effects of the actions on fluents in P , together with any fluents in P or
appearing in the tree defining R. This set is computable in time polynomial in the size of
those trees plus the number of fluents in P . ✷
Lemma 16.1. Let V be a tree-represented value function, where PV is the partition given
by the tree. Let α be an action, and for any block C of PV , let ΦC denote the conjunction
of literals describing C. We then have the following:
The partition computed by PRegress(V ,α) is the intersection over all blocks C of PV
of Regression-determining(ΦC,α).
Proof. We use induction on the depth of the tree for V . As the base case suppose V is a
leaf node. Here, PRegress returns the partition {Q}, and Regression-determining(true, α)
also returns {Q}. In the inductive case, let fluent f be the fluent tested at the root of the
tree, and assume the lemma for the sub-trees. Let P∩ be the intersection over all blocks
C ∈ PV of Regression-determining(ΦC,α). We show that P∩ is PRegress(V,α).
We start by noting that the partition returned by PRegress(V,α) is built by refining
TF (α,f ) using Replace. Since f is at the root of V .Tree every formula describing
any block C of PV includes f . In particular, the conjunction describing any block
of V must contain f , since it is on every path from the root of V to a leaf, and
so f must be in Fluents(ΦC )fp. Thus for every block C of PV the call to Partition-
determining(Fluents(ΦC),α) must be fluentwise stable with respect to f , since all states
in the same block of Partition-determining(Fluents(ΦC),α) must be in the same block
of TF (α,f ′) for any fluent f ′ in Fluents(ΦC ). Consider the partition variable PC in the
pseudo-code for Regression-determining(ΦC,α), after it is assigned. Since every block
in PC is a block from Partition-determining(Fluents(ΦC),α), any such block must be
fluentwise stable with respect to f . We note that the union of all blocks in PC is the
regression region for C, as defined in Section 4.6. It follows that every state in the
regression region for a block C is in a fluentwise-stable block (with respect to f ) in the
partition Regression-determining(ΦC,α), and thus in any partition refining this partition.
Every state must be carried to some state under action α, so every state is in the regression
region for some block of PV . So P∩ must be fluentwise stable with respect to f ; so P∩
refines TF (α,f ).
We now analyze the refinement of TF (α,f ) returned by PRegress and show that this
refinement is the same as the refinement of TF (α,f ) by P∩. PRegress(V,α) is computed
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by replacing each block B of TF (α,f ) with the intersection of all the partitions resulting
from relevant recursive calls to PRegress, restricted to block B . A recursive call on an
immediate sub-tree of V is relevant to block B if the value of f leading to that sub-tree
has a non-zero probability after taking action α in block B (this probability is uniform
throughout B). By the induction hypothesis, each sub-tree partition is the intersection
of Regression-determining(ΦC ′, α) for all blocks C′ of the partition represented by the
sub-tree. Each such block C′ becomes a block C of PV when restricted to the value of
f determining the branch for the sub-tree containing C′—the formula ΦC will be ΦC ′
conjoined with the appropriate literal for f . The refinement of B in PRegress(V,α) is
therefore the intersection of Regression-determining(ΦC ′, α) for all the blocks C′ of all
sub-trees relevant to B , restricted to B .
Consider a block B of TF (α,f ) and two states i and j from B in different blocks of
PRegress(V , α). Our analysis of PRegress(V,α) just above implies that i and j must be
in different blocks of Regression-determining(ΦC ′, α) for some block C′ of a sub-tree of
V relevant to B . Let C be the block formed by restricting C′ to the relevant value of f .
Any state in B has a non-zero block transition probability to C′ if and only if that state
also has a non-zero block transition probability to C— his follows from the definition of
“relevant”. From this, one can show that i and j are also in different blocks of Regression-
determining(ΦC,α). It follows that P∩ refines PRegress(V,α).
Now consider a block C of PV and the corresponding formula ΦC , and any two states
i and j in the same block of PRegress(V , α). For any fluent f ′ in ΦC , we have either
that ΦC is always false after performing α whether starting from i or from j , or that both
states have an equal probability of transitioning to a state where f ′ is true after performing
α. This implies that states i and j are either both in block Q0 or both in block of PC ,
respectively, in the pseudo-code for Regression-determining(ΦC,α). We conclude that
any two states in the same block of PRegress(V,α) must also be in the same block of
Regression-determining(ΦC,α) for any block C of PV —thus PRegress(V,α) must refine
P∩. Since PRegress(V,α) and P∩ refine each other, they must be equal, as desired. ✷
Lemma 16.2. Given action α and value function V , Regress-action(V ,α) on MDP M
intersected with V .tree gives the partition computed by IR-SPLIT(V .Tree) on MDP Mπα .
Proof. We say that a partition P ′ is a regression of P for MDP M if P ′ = R-
SPLIT(B,C,P ′) for any blocks B of P ′ and C of P , where R-SPLIT is computed relative
to M . It is not hard to show that the coarsest regression of P refining P for any M is
IR-SPLIT(P ) for M . Let P be the partition V .Tree, and let P ′ be P∩ Regress-action(V,α)
on MDP M . We show that P ′ is the coarsest regression of P refining P for Mπα , to
conclude that P ′ = IR-SPLIT(P ) relative to Mπα .
Since P ′ is formed by intersection with P,P ′ refines P . We show that P ′ is a regression
of P relative to Mπα . Let i and j be any two states in the same block B of P ′. Then we
need to show that i and j are in the same block of R-SPLIT(B,C,P ′) relative to Mπα
for any block C of P . We note that Regress-Action(V,α) uses partition intersection with
the reward partition to return a partition that refines the R partition. Thus, the states i
and j must have the same reward. States i and j must also belong to the same block
of Regression-determining(ΦC,α) for any block C of P by Lemma 16.1 since Regress-
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action(V,α) returns a refinement of PRegress(V,α). We can then see that states i and j
must belong to the same block of Block-split(B,C,α) (as computed by the code of Fig. 7
with Partition-determining replaced by Regression-determining to compute R-SPLIT, as
discussed in Section 4.6)—and thus to the same block of R-SPLIT(B,C,P ′) for Mπα , as
desired. It follows that P ′ is a regression of P for Mπα .
We now argue that P ′ is the coarsest regression of P forMπα . Suppose not, and consider
such coarser regression P ′′, and consider states i and j in the same block of P ′′ but in
different blocks of P ′. Note, based on the pseudo-code for Regress-action in Fig. 11, that
if i and j are in different blocks of P ′ then they must either be in different blocks of
P , have different rewards, or (using Lemma 16.1) be in different blocks of Regression-
determining(ΦC,α) for some block C of P . In each of these cases, we can show that
the block B of P ′′ containing i and j is split to separate i and j into different blocks of
R-SPLIT(B,C,P ′) for some block C of P , contradicting our assumption about P ′′. ✷
Lemma 16.3. Given policy π and value function V , Regress-policy(V ,π) on MDP M
intersected with V .tree gives the partition computed by IR-SPLIT(V .Tree) on MDP Mπ
intersected with π.Tree.
Proof. Regress-policy(V,π ) returns the partition that refines π .Tree by intersecting each
block b of π .Tree with Regress-action(V,αb) where αb is the action labeling block b, i.e.,
π .Label(b). Let M ′ be the MDP M extended by adding a new action α′ defined to so that
for each state s,α′ behaves identically to π(s) in M . Then Regress-policy(V,π ) in M
gives the same partition as Regress-action(V,α′) in M ′ intersected with π .Tree. Applying
Lemma 16.2 gives that Regress-policy(V,π ) intersected with V .tree is the same partition
as IR-SPLIT(V .Tree) for MDP M ′Πα′ intersected with π .Tree. To complete the proof, we
note that M ′Πα′ =Mπ by the construction of α′ and Mπ . ✷
Lemma 16.4. Given tree-represented value functions V1 and V2, with corresponding
partitions V1.Tree refining V2.Tree, we have all of the following monotonicity properties:
(1) PRegress(V1, α) refines PRegress(V2, α) for any action α,
(2) Regress-action(V1, α) refines Regress-action(V2, α) for any action α,
(3) Regress-policy(V1,π) refines Regress-policy(V2,π) for any policy π , and
(4) IR-SPLIT(V1.Tree) refines IR-SPLIT(V2.Tree).
Proof. We first show some properties of PRegress and of partitions represented as trees
that will be useful for proving that PRegress(V1, α) refines PRegress(V2, α) for any action
α. It follows from Lemma 16.1 that the partition returned by PRegress(V,α) for a tree-
represented value function V depends on only the blocks of V .Tree and not on the structure
of the tree itself. Another useful property is that for any value function V ′ which refines
V , both represented as trees, we can change the structure of V ′ to have the same root
variable as V without changing the represented partition. We will prove this property by
construction. Let X be the root variable of V .Tree, we first note that X must be used to
describe any block of V ′.Tree because of the following three facts. (1) Every block formula
for any block of V .Tree or V ′.Tree is a conjunction of literals. (2) Every block of V .Tree
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mentions X. (3) Every block of V ′.Tree is a sub-block of a block of V .Tree. For each
value x of X, let the tree τx be the tree V ′.Tree, with every sub-tree that has root variable
X replaced by the immediate sub-tree of that sub-tree corresponding to x . Now construct a
tree τ with the root node labeled with X, and the sub-tree for each value x of X being τx .
Noting that X must occur on every root-to-leaf path in V ′.Tree, it is easy to show that the
τ represents the same partition as V ′.Tree, but has the same root variable as V .Tree.
We now prove by induction on the height of V2.Tree that PRegress(V1, α) refines
PRegress(V2, α) for any action α. For the base case, consider a value function V2 consisting
of a single leaf node. In this case PRegress(V2, α) returns {Q}, which is refined by every
partition so the property is trivially true. In the inductive case, first modify V1.Tree so
that it has the same root variable as V2.Tree without changing the partition represented,
as just described in the previous paragraph. Examining the pseudo-code for PRegress,
given in Fig. 11, we note that the same X is selected by the calls PRegress(V1, α) and
PRegress(V2, α) for any action α, and therefore the assignment Px.Tree = Px|α .Tree
assigns the same starting tree for both calls. We now observe that Subtree(V1, x) refines
Subtree(V2, x) for every value x of X, since V1 refines V2, and that the height of
Subtree(V2, x) is less than the height of V2.Tree. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis
we have that every Pxi in the call PRegress(V1, α) refines the corresponding Pxi in the call
PRegress(V2, α).
Let T1 be the T calculated to replace block B of Px .Tree in the call PRegress(V1, α)
and let T2 be the T calculated to replace B in the call PRegress(V2, α). We now show that
T1 refines T2. For states p and q to be in the same block of T1 they must be in the same
block of Pxi in the call PRegress(V1, α) for each xi such that Pr(X = xi) in the distribution
Px|a .Label(B) is greater than zero. Therefore, since Pxi in the call PRegress(V1, α) refines
the corresponding Pxi in the call PRegress(V2, α),p and q must be in the same block
of Pxi in the call PRegress(V2, α) for each xi such that Pr(X = xi) in the distribution
Px|a .Label(B) is greater than zero. Since these Pxi are intersected to obtain T2,p and q
must be in the same block of T2 proving that T1 refines T2 when replacing any block B .
Part (1) of the lemma follows. The second and third parts of the lemma follow directly
from the first and second, respectively, along with an examination of the pseudo-code in
Fig. 11 and basic properties of intersection on partitions relative to the partition refinement
relation.
To prove the last part of the lemma, that IR-SPLIT(V1.Tree) refines IR-SPLIT(V2.Tree), we
show that any two states in the same block of IR-SPLIT(V1.Tree) are in the same block of
IR-SPLIT(V2.Tree). Let p and q be two states from the same block B1 of IR-SPLIT(V1.Tree).
This means that p and q must be in the same block of V1.Tree and in the same block of
R-SPLIT(B1,B ′1, IR-SPLIT(V1.Tree)) for any block B ′1 of V1.Tree.
In order to show that p and q are in the same block of IR-SPLIT(V2.Tree) we show that
they are in the same block of V2.Tree and in the same block of R-SPLIT(B2,B ′2,P ) for any
block B ′2 of V2.Tree, any block B2 containing both p and q , and any partition P containing
block B2. Since V1.Tree refines V2.Tree, the fact that p and q are in the same block of
V1.Tree directly implies that they are in the same block of V2.Tree. For any B ′2 ∈ V2.Tree,
consider the set β of blocks {B ′1 | B ′1 ∈ V1.Tree, B ′1 ⊆ B ′2}. Note that since p and q are
in the same block of IR-SPLIT(V1.Tree), they must agree on the probability of transition to
any block in V1.Tree. Let p and q both be in block B2 and B2 be a block of partition P . If
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for every member B ′ of β , the probability of transitioning from both p and q to B ′ under1 1
an action α is zero, then p and q are in the same block of R-SPLIT(B2,B ′2,P ) since their
probabilities of transitioning to B ′2 are both zero and thus. Now consider for some member
B ′1 of the set, the probability of transitioning from either p or q to B ′1 is non-zero under
some action α. Then, since p and q are in the same block of IR-SPLIT(V1.Tree), they must
be in the same block of TF (α,f ) for every fluent f needed to describe block B ′1. Since
B ′1 is a sub-block of B ′2 and both B ′1 and B ′2 can be represented as a conjunction of literals
every fluent needed for B ′2 is needed for B ′1. Therefore, p and q must be in the same block
of TF (α,f ) for every fluent f needed to describe block B ′2 and thus be in the same block
of R-SPLIT(B2,B ′2,P ). Using one of these two cases for each action, we get that p and q
are in the same block of R-SPLIT(B,B ′2,P ), whenever p and q are both in block B and B
is in P . ✷
Theorem 16. For any tree-represented MDP M and policy π , SSA(π) produces the same
resulting partition as partition iteration on Mπ using R-SPLIT starting from the partition
π .Tree.
Proof. We first show that SSA(π ) and partition iteration of Mπ using R-SPLIT, starting
from the partition π .Tree, written PIR-SPLIT(π .Tree, Mπ ), compute the same partition. We
notate the sequence of partitions produced by partition iteration as follows: P0 = π .Tree,
and Pi+1 = IR-SPLIT(Pi). The partition PIR-SPLIT(π .Tree, Mπ ) equals Pm, for all m greater
than the number tP of iterations to convergence. Likewise, denote the sequence of factored
value functions produced by SSA as follows: V0 = R, and Vi+1 = Regress-policy(Vi,π ).
Likewise, the partition SSA(π ) equals Vm, for allm greater than the number tV of iterations
to convergence. By induction on the number n of iterations of partition iteration, we show
that Vn+1.Tree refines Pn and Pn+1 refines Vn.Tree, for all n > 0, and conclude that
SSA(π ).Tree equals MRR-SPLIT(π .Tree, Mπ ), as desired, by considering n > max(tP , tV ).
For the base case, consider n equal to 1. Since, by inspection, Regress-policy(·,π ).Tree
always refines the partition π .Tree, for any policy π , we know that V1.Tree refines P0.
Likewise, since, by inspection, the partition IR-SPLIT(P ) always refines the reward partition
R.Tree, for any partition P , we know that P1 refines V0.Tree. For the inductive case, we
first show that Pn+1 refines Vn.Tree. By a nested induction on n, we can show that Pn+1
refines P0, using the fact that IR-SPLIT(P ) refines P , for any P . Thus,
Pn+1 = Pn+1 ∩ P0 = IR-SPLIT(Pn)∩ π.Tree. (A.1)
But Pn refines Vn−1 by the induction hypothesis, so Lemma 16.4 implies that IR-SPLIT(Pn)
refines IR-SPLIT(Vn−1). Together with Eq. (A.1), this implies that Pn+1 refines
IR-SPLIT(Vn−1) ∩ π .Tree. By applying Lemma 16.3, we derive that Pn+1 refines Regress-
policy(Vn−1,π)∩Vn−1.Tree, which is just Vn ∩Vn−1, by definition. It is straightforward to
show by a nested induction on n that Vn refines Vn−1, using Lemma 16.4, so we conclude
that Pn+1 refines Vn.
That Vn+1.Tree refines Pn is proven similarly: first, Vn+1 = Vn+1 ∩ Vn = Regress-
policy(Vn,π) ∩ Vn. Applying Lemma 16.3, we have Vn+1 = IR-SPLIT(Vn) ∩ π .Tree. But
Vn refines Pn−1 by the induction hypothesis, so Lemma 16.4 implies that IR-SPLIT(Vn)
refines IR-SPLIT(Pn−1). With Vn+1 = IR-SPLIT(Vn) ∩ π .Tree, we have that Vn+1 refines
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IR-SPLIT(Pn−1) ∩ π .Tree, which is just Pn since IR-SPLIT(Pn−1) ∩ π.Tree = Pn ∩ P0 =
Pn. ✷
Theorem 17. The policy improvement “for” loop in SPI computes IR-SPLIT(Vπ .Tree).
Proof. Let b be a block in π .Tree. We note that Vπ in SPI is a factored value function
computed by SSA, and so Vπ must be a fixed-point of Regress-policy(·,π ). This implies
that Vπ .Tree must refine π .Tree, and, by examining the Regress-policy pseudo-code, that
blocks b′ in Vπ that refine b are also in Regress-action(Vπ,π(b)). Combine these to get
that Regress-action(Vπ,π(b)) refines {¬b} ∪ {b′ | b′ ∈ Vπ ∧ b′ ⊆ b}. We also have⋂
α∈A
Regress-action(Vπ,α) refines π .Tree∩ Vπ .Tree, (A.2)
since b was arbitrary. Given that partition intersection is associative and commutative, the
policy improvement “for” loop in SPI can be seen to iterate over the actions to compute
π .Tree ∩ ⋂
α∈A
Regress-action(Vπ,α).Tree.









IR-SPLIT(Vπ .Tree) in Mπα , (A.3)
by applying Lemma 16.2 to each of the partitions in the intersection. It is possible to show
that for value function V and MDP M ′ with action space A′,








Block-split(B,C,α) in M ′, (A.4)
where the intersections are partition intersections,36 and the union is a simple set union,
treating the partitions as sets of blocks (the union combines partitions of disjoint sets to
get a partition of the union of those disjoint sets). Applying this to each of the terms in the















Block-split(B,C,α) in M (A.5)
is the computed partition. Finally, applying Eq. (A.4) gives IR-SPLIT(Vπ .Tree) in M . ✷
36 The resulting partition has a block for each pair of blocks in the partitions being intersected, representing the
intersection of those two blocks, with empty blocks in the result removed.
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